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To

All Corporate Members of IETE

**NOMINATION(S) FOR IETE GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS 2016-19**

Dear Sir,

1. As prescribed in Byelaws (as amended and hosted on iete.org website) 42(b)(i), 42(c), 42(d), 42(e), 44(a), 44(b), 44(c) and reproduced in subsequent pages, the list of Corporate Members upto 31 Mar 2016 is enclosed herewith and is available at IETE website (www.iete.org) for Nominations of Governing Council Election for the term 2016-19.

2. We request you to nominate not more than seven eligible candidates to contest the election to the Governing Council. It is for your information that there will be one casual vacancy for the year 2016-17. The filling of casual vacancy shall be governed by Byelaw No. 46 hosted on IETE website and reproduced in subsequent pages.

3. The Criteria of eligibility for nomination is as follows:-
   
   (i) The nominee should be a Fellow of the Institution continuously for the last five years as on 31st Mar 2016 and citizen of India. The nominee shall fulfill the qualifications as given in byelaws 37 & 41 (c) as hosted on iete.org website and reproduced in subsequent pages; and
   
   (ii) The nominee as well as the nominator should not be in arrears of subscriptions.
   
   (iii) Those members who are currently in the Governing Council except member on casual vacancy, or have earlier served the Governing Council for three tenures are not eligible for such nomination(s).

4. The procedure for online nomination and voting is given in subsequent pages. Bio-data of nominee as required must not exceed 100 words. For election 2016-19, only online voting is being adopted.

5. On activation of online election process by 15 April, available at the link "IETE Elections 2016-19" on iete.org, you are requested to send the nomination(s) online together with the online consent of the nominee(s) to accept the membership of the Governing Council, if elected, not later than 10th May 2016 (2400 hours).

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Maj Gen P.K Jaggia VSM (Retd)
Secretary General
IMPORTANT POINTS OF PROVISIONS OF BYELAWS FOR NOMINATION FOR GOVERNING COUNCIL

Note: The Board of Scrutineers for this year Governing Council Elections 2016-19 consists of Prof (Dr) A K Saini as Returning Officer, Prof K Laxminaryana, Prof (Dr) V Gunasekhar Reddy, Col S P Singh (Retd) as members.

Extract of Byelaw 37 ...

All members of the Governing Council shall belong to the class not below that of a Fellow on the roll of the Institution with continuous membership as Fellow and/or above for the previous five years, and citizens of India...

Extract of Byelaw 41....

(a) The term of the elected members of the Governing Council except the President shall be three years including that of the elected Organisational Member.

(c) So far as re-election is concerned, members falling under byelaw 41 (a) above, shall not be eligible for re-election until the expiry of one year from the date of their retirement. The period of one year shall be reckoned from the retirement at the Annual General Meeting of that year to the subsequent one. A member, who has served the Governing Council for three tenures of three years each, shall not be eligible for re-election to the Governing Council.

(d) The Corporate Members on the pay rolls of the Institution can be nominated for election to the Governing Council (as well as to elected offices at Centres) after the expiry of one year from the date of their relinquishing the office held at IETE HQ or Centres.

(e) The Chairmen of Centres, who are ex-officio members in the Governing Council, shall not be eligible for election as elected members of the Governing Council until the expiry of one year from the date of their retirement as ex-officio member in the Governing Council.

Byelaw 42 (b) (i) The Secretary General shall, not later than 15 April in each year, update the list of Corporate Members in good standing and entitled for nomination(s) as on 31st March of that year on the IETE Website (www.iete.org). Simultaneously, the Secretary General shall arrange to send an email/SMS to all Corporate Members in good standing and entitled for nominations intimating that the Governing Council Election online process has been started and they may nominate members.

Byelaw 42 (c) After the updating of the list as stated in Byelaw 42 (b) the corporate members shall nominate candidate(s) online to fill such vacancies, for which the eligibility shall be:

(i) The nominee shall fulfill the qualifications given in Byelaws 37 and 41 (c), and

(ii) The nominee and the nominator shall not be in arrears of subscription.

Byelaw 42 (d) The consent of the nominees to accept office if elected there to shall be obtained online along with a brief bio-data of the nominee not exceeding 100 words, in a format prescribed by the Governing Council from time to time. A Corporate Member shall not nominate more candidates than the number of vacancies declared for election to the Governing Council for that year. The last date of receipt of online nominations duly accepted by the nominee will be 10th May (2400 h).
**Byelaw 42 (e)** The Returning Officer and the members of Board of Scrutineers (BOS) shall not themselves be candidates for any election and should not have nominated any one for the Governing Council election. The Returning Officers shall carry out and be responsible for the conduct of the Governing Council election involving:

(i) Receipt, scrutiny (including authentication of membership status by HQ IETE) and withdrawal (if any) of nominations received online.

(ii) Editing of bio-data of candidates received online (if needed)

(iii) Uploading of list of candidates along with their Bio-Data on the IETE website.

(iv) Online Receipt, Scrutiny & Counting of ballots.

(v) Reporting the result to the President.

The Returning Officer will associate at least one member of BOS for the activities at Sl Nos (i), (ii) and (iii) and at least three members of BOS for Sl. No. (iv).

**Byelaw 44 (a)** In the event of there being an election, the Returning Officer shall arrange online balloting. The Secretary General shall provide to the Returning Officer, the list of Corporate Members along with their mobile numbers and email addresses as on 31st March. The Returning Officer shall put up the ballot along with the bio data on the IETE website through online voting link by 31 May. The Corporate members in good standing as on 31st March will be eligible for casting the vote. The Returning Officer shall also upload the procedure to be followed for online voting on the IETE website. The Returning Officer shall activate the online voting process from 01 June and deactivate on 30 June (2400 h) every year. The postal balloting system shall be discontinued with effect from 2014 for Governing Council elections at IETE HQ and Executive Committee elections at IETE Centres.

**Byelaw 44 (b)** Online voting facility will close on 30 June (2400 h).

**Byelaw 44 (c)** In a meeting of the Board of Scrutineers, the online ballots as received shall be counted by associating not less than three members including the Returning Officer and counting procedure of the valid votes and declaration of result shall be completed by 02 July and submit the result to the President IETE.

**Byelaw 46** A casual vacancy can not be for more than one year. Casual Vacancies in the Governing Council arising during the year may be filled by the Governing Council from amongst those contestants who were not elected, but obtained the next largest number of votes in the last election to the Governing Council. In the case of vacancies arising from amongst the office bearers, except that of the President, the President shall, in consultation with the Governing Council, nominate a member to fill the vacancy from amongst its elected members. The name of each person so nominated shall be announced at the next ordinary meeting of the Institution, but he shall retain his office only for the rest of that year and these vacancies will be further filled up within the reserve list of the next subsequent election, Any period of office so served shall not count as one tenure in the Governing Council under Byelaws 39, 40 and for the purpose of Byelaw 41 (c).
**IETE Election (PROCEDURE)**

1. **GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS**: The Secretary General shall, not later than 15 April in each year, update the list of corporate members in good standing and entitled for nomination(s) as on 31 March of that year on the IETE Website ([www.iete.org](http://www.iete.org)). Simultaneously, the Secretary General shall arrange to send an email/SMS to all corporate Members in good standing and entitled for nominations intimating that the Governing Council Election online process has been started and they may nominate members.

   a) This process will be done using the IETE Election website.

   b) Each Member will be provided a user id and password by email/SMS which may be used by them to access the Election website via the link “IETE Governing Council Elections 2016-19” on the IETE Wbesite ([www.iete.org](http://www.iete.org)).

2. **NOMINATION: (last date 10 May 24.00 hrs)**: Members will login to the Election website using the user id and password provided to them.

   a) On the **Sign In page**, there is a list of elections where election process has been activated.

   b) If a user does not have a User Id and Password, then user can get these by clicking ‘**Get User Id and New Password**’ button.

   i. The user will be prompted for his/her Membership category and membership number.

   ii. On clicking the ‘Submit’ button, the membership number will be validated and he will be provided a hint regarding his mobile and/or email.

   iii. The user must enter his/her mobile/email which must tally with those in the IETE database.

   iv. On clicking ‘Get Password’ button, an SMS/Email will be sent and a success message will appear.

   v. The new password will be activated only on first use within 48 hours. The original password continues to be valid until the new password is used.

   c) To Sign In, user has to put his/her User ID, Password and verification code. (The verification code is a random number which has to be repeated by the member to assure that the site is not being operated robotically).

   d) After Sign In, it will show a list of election(s) available for current user.

   i. One will be the Governing Council election

   ii. The other will be the election to the Executive Committee for the Centres to which he/she belongs, if the Centre Elections are also there during that year.

   iii. The user must click on the election to proceed.

   e) The user can participate in the nomination process for the selected election through Nomination page. **(GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS: upto 10 May 24.00 hrs)**

   f) During the nomination process three buttons appear on the left margin and the body of the page lists the Nomination made by others in favor of the current user. The three buttons are:

   i. **Nominations for Me (default)**
ii. **Nominated by Me**

iii. **Nominate Now**

**g) Nominations for Me:** When the user clicks on this button the default list showing the nominations in favour of the current user appears (if any).

  i. The list contains the name, category and membership number, email, mobile, pin of the nominator, status of nomination and post for which current member is nominated.

  ii. If there is any nomination for the current user, then current user may select any one nomination by clicking on the radio button for the particular nomination he/she wants to accept.

  iii. After he clicks on ‘Accept Nomination’ button, A pop-up window will appear to confirm the current selection.

  iv. The Accept Nomination page will appear and the member has to enter his/her biodata before he clicks on another ‘Accept Nomination’ button to accept the nomination.

  **Note:** The maximum number of words in biodata are 100 for Governing Council Election.

  v. An email will be generated confirming to the Nominee that his Nomination has been received and that he has confirmed acceptance of his nomination.

**h) Nominated by Me:** When user clicks on this button, member/s nominated by him/her for any post, will appear in a list of nominations.

  i. The name, category and membership number, email, mobile, pin of the nominee, status of nomination and post for the nomination.

  ii. If Nominee already accepted the nomination then status will be ‘Accepted’ else ‘Nominated’.

**i) Nominate Now :** To nominate any member for any post, user has to click on ‘Nominate Now’ button.

  i. In the **Nominate Now** page, the member has to select a post from the drop down menu for which he/she wants to nominate.

  ii. After that user has to put the category and membership number of the nominee whom user wants to nominate.

  iii. Then clicks on ‘Check Nominee’ button to check whether the member is available for nomination or not.

  iv. If member is available then ‘Nominate’ button will appear.

  v. When user clicks on Nominate button and if nomination saved successfully then a success message will appear and two emails will be generated, one for nominee and one for nominator ie., current user.

**j) It may be noted that certain categories of members will not be allowed to be nominated to certain elections and certain members will not be allowed to nominate. As all checks may not be done online the final checking will be done by the BoS and updated by the Returning Officer before finalizing the ballot.**

**k) If the Nomination period is expired (GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS: 10 May(24.00 hrs)):** then following message will appear: **Nominations Closed.**
3. **WITHDRAWAL OF NOMINATION:** (GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS: upto 25 May (24.00 hrs)): Members will login to the Election Portal using the user id and password provided to them.

   a) After the respective returning officers have finalized the list of nominees (tentative ballots), they will give a notice for Withdrawal of Nomination (on or before 15 May).

   b) Only Members who have a valid nomination will be allowed to login.

   c) Valid Nominees will be informed individually by email along with a list of all valid nominees for the election in which they are nominated.

   d) In the Withdrawal of nomination page, a list of nominee(s) will appear. Current User (Nominee) can withdraw his/her nomination by clicking on ‘Get OTP (One Time Password) for withdrawing your nomination’ button.

   e) After clicking on this button a warning message will appear: ‘Are you sure you wish to withdraw your Nomination?’

   f) To get OTP to withdraw nomination user has to click on ‘Yes’ button.

   g) Then following message will appear: How would you like to receive your One Time Password? This password will help you confirm your withdrawal of nomination.

   h) To get OTP through mobile, user has to select ‘By Mobile’ option or if user want to get OTP through email then user has to select ‘By Email’ option and then click on continue button.

   i) Please confirm your withdrawal by entering OTP in the space for One Time Password and then click <CONFIRM WITHDRAWL OF NOMINATION>

   j) If user withdraws nomination successfully then following message will appear: You have successfully withdrawn your nomination. An email will also be sent confirming that his nomination has been withdrawn by him.

   k) If the Withdrawal of Nomination period had expired, when the user tried to login and withdraw, then following message will appear: Withdrawals Closed.

4. **VOTING:** (GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS (from 01 June to June 30 (24.00 hrs)):

   a) After the ballots have been vetted by the BoS, the Returning Officer opens the election on 01 June for GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS.

   b) The members are reminded by email/SMS that the votes are being accepted online.

   c) Members may get a password by clicking on the link “Get user ID and New Password” or use their existing password.

   d) On the right hand side of the voting page, there is a list of candidate(s). To view biodata of candidate user has to click on ‘Click to View’ button.

   e) On the left hand side of the voting page, there is name of the current election, Total number of candidate(s), a list of available posts, a place where selected candidate biodata will be visible.

   f) To cast vote user has to select candidate(s) from the right hand side list and then click on ‘Get OTP Password to register your vote’ button.

   g) A pop-up message box will appear: You will require a One Time Password to register your vote. How would you like to receive your One Time Password?

   i. To get OTP through mobile user has to select ‘By Mobile’ option or if user want to get OTP through email then user has to select ‘By Email’ option and then click on continue button.

   ii. After getting OTP user has to enter that One Time Password in the space provided and then click on ‘Submit Your Vote’ button.
iii. If vote casted successfully then a success message will appear and a success Email and SMS will be sent.

h) Members will not be allowed to login, once they have casted their votes for all elections in which they are entitled to vote.

i) When Voting period has expired (GOVERNING COUNCIL ELECTIONS: upto June 30(24.00 hrs)) then following message will appear: Voting Closed.

j) Result will be declared by 02 July.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CENTRES</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>JURISDICTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHMEDABAD</td>
<td>206, Umiya Vijay Shopping Centre</td>
<td>State of Gujarat (excluding Dist under the jurisdiction of Satellite, Vadodara), Anand (except Changa), Dahod, Panchmahal, Nadiad, Kheda, Gandhinagar, Mahesana, Himmat Nagar, Pattran, Palanpur, Banaskantha, Sabarkantha,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nr. Shivranjani, Cross Road Ahmedabad - 380 015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 079-26753938, 26733931, E-mail: ahmedabad.iете@gmail.com <a href="mailto:ahmedabad@iete.org">ahmedabad@iete.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ieteahecabad.org">www.ieteahecabad.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIGARH</td>
<td>Flat No 1 &amp; 2, 1st Floor Shah Residency Medical Road Aligarh (UP) - 202 002</td>
<td>Aligarh, Bulandshahr, Etah and Badaun Districts of U.P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agra Cantt - 262 001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: (O) : 0562-2412257 Extn: 5048 Fax : 0562-2412240 E-mail: agrainete.org, <a href="mailto:iete.509abw.agra@gmail.com">iete.509abw.agra@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Agra, Mathura and Hathra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLAHABAD</td>
<td>IETE Building J K Institute of Applied Physics &amp; Technology, University of Allahabad, Allahabad - 211 002</td>
<td>Allahabad, Pratapgarh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 0532-2462522 E-mail: <a href="mailto:allahabad@iete.org">allahabad@iete.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varanasi</td>
<td>36, Nand Nagar Colony ITI Road, Karamundi Varanasi - 221005</td>
<td>Varanasi, Mirzapur, Jaunpur Ghazipur, Mughalsarai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-mail : <a href="mailto:varanasi@iete.org">varanasi@iete.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRAVATI</td>
<td>IETE Amravati Centre Bldg. In front of Sipna's College of Engineering &amp; Technology, Sipna Campus, Opp Nemani Godown, Badnera Road, Amravati 444 701</td>
<td>Amravati, Akola &amp; Buldana,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel : 0721-2520313, 2522341/42/43 Fax : 0721-2522341 E-mail : <a href="mailto:knilesh123@rediffmail.com">knilesh123@rediffmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ieteamravati.org">www.ieteamravati.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yavatmal</td>
<td>Jawaharal Darda Institute of Engg &amp; Technology Campus MIDC Lohara, Amravati Road Yavatmal-445 001(M S)</td>
<td>Yavatmal &amp; Washim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 07232-249460 Fax: 07232-249456 Email: <a href="mailto:smgulhane67@rediffmail.com">smgulhane67@rediffmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURANGABAD</td>
<td>Dept. of Computer Science &amp; IT, Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University Aurangabad - 431 004 Office Add: MGM's, JNCE Campus, CIDCO, Aurangabad</td>
<td>Aurangabad, Jalna and Jaigaon, Hingoli, Parbhani, Nanded, Latur, Osmanabad and Ahmednagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teléfono: 0240-2403317 E-mail: <a href="mailto:aurangabad@iete.org">aurangabad@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:ratnadeep_deshmukh@yahoo.com">ratnadeep_deshmukh@yahoo.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENGALURU</td>
<td>IETE Building, Bellary Road, Opp Ganganagar Bus Stop Bengaluru - 560 032</td>
<td>Karnataka excluding Bidar and Gulbarga Districts but including Dharmsapuri, Gobindapur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 080-2331133 Fax : 080-23337231 E-mail: <a href="mailto:bangalore@iete.org">bangalore@iete.org</a></td>
<td>Districts of Tamil Nadu and excluding jurisdictions of Dharwad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ieteblr.org">www.ieteblr.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharwad</td>
<td>SUM College of Engineering and Technology Darwad - 580 002</td>
<td>Dharwad, Hubli, Belgaum &amp; Gadag, Bijapur &amp; Karwar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 0836-2447465, 2448327 Fax : 0836-2446436 E-mail : <a href="mailto:dharwad@iete.org">dharwad@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:ietedwd@yahoo.com">ietedwd@yahoo.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ietedw.org">www.ietedw.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHOPAL</td>
<td>Hall No 3, Gomantika Parisar Jawahar Chowk, North TT Nagar Bhopal - 462 003(M P)</td>
<td>State of Madhya Pradesh &amp; Chattisgarh except jurisdiction of Gwalior, Jabalpur, Indore &amp; Mhow Sub Centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tel: 0755-2775597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:ieteblcentre@gmail.com">ieteblcentre@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.ietebl.org">www.ietebl.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gwalior
C/o MIR Labs, 135-E
Mayur Nagar, Thatipur
Gwalior – 474 011 (M.P)
Tel: 0751-2370093,
E-mail: gwalior@iete.org;
ietegwalior@rediffmail.com
Gwalior, Bhind, Morena, Shivpuri,
Datia, Shyopur, Chanderi, Guna &
Ashok Nagar

Indore
Oriental University Campus
Aurobindo Post, Sanwer Road
Jakhya
Indore-453 555 (M.P)
Email: ietegwalior@rediffmail.com
Indore, Corp Area upto Rau
Uljiain & Dewas

Jabalpur
2nd Floor, Raj Kumari Bhawan Complex
(Opp Sai Baba Mandir)
South Civil Lines South Civil Lines
Jabalpur - 482 001
Telfax: 0761-2623797
E-mail: jabalpur@iete.org
ietejabalpur@yahoo.com
Jabalpur, Panna, Damoh, Seoni,
Satna, Rewa, Sidhi, Surguja,
Balahat

Mhow
C/o MCTE
Faculty of Comm Engg
Mhow - 453 441 (M P)
Tel: 07324-275871, 228395
Fax: 07324-275871
E-mail : mhowcentre@gmail.com
Mhow, Dhar, West Nimar
East Nimar

Bhubaneswar
Room Nos. 2/4, 2/5 & 2/6 of
Barabhuja Commercial Complex
Khandagiri, PO, Khandagiri
Bhubaneswar 751 030
Telfax: 0674-2384612
E-mail: bhubneswar@iete.org
Website: www.ietebbsr.org
State of Orissa

Chandigarh
IETE Building Sector
30-B Chandigarh - 160 030
Tel : 0172-2651061
Fax : 0172-2657333
E-mail : ietechandigarh.org
ietechandigarh.org
Union Territory of Chandigarh, J&K,
HP, Punjab and Haryana excluding
Faridabad & Gurgaon and
jurisdiction of Ambala

Ambala
Ambala - B Gaurav Park
Near Tangri Bridge
Jagadhari Road
Ambala Cantt-133 001 (Haryana)
Tel: 09416010053
Fax: 0171-2699773
Email: aniljain2007@gmail.com
Ambala, Jind, Khaital, Karnal,
Kurukshetra, Panipat, Sonipat
and Yamunanagar

Jalandhar
49-B, Prakash Nagar, Model Town
Jalandhar-144 003
Tel : 0181-2270002
E-mail : ietejalandhur@gmail.com
Website : www.ietejalandhur.org
Ludhiana, Kapurthala, Jallandhar,
Navashehar, Gurdaspur, Amritsar,
Nakodar, Kartarpur, Hosiarpur,
Phagwara, Phillaur, Adampur,
Tarantaran

Jammu
Building No. 1, Sunder Nagar
Camp Road, Talab Tilao
Jammu 180 002
( M) 09419200267
E-mail: ietejammu@gmail.com
Website : www.ietejammu.org
State of J & K

Shimla
Salig Ram Bhawan,
New Police Complex
Khalini, Shimla - 171 002
Telefax : 0177-2652928
E-mail: rajesh.abhi1@gmail.com
State of Himachal Pradesh

Chennai
37, Conran Smith Road, (New No. 169)
Main Entrance Peters Road
Gopalapuram, Chennai - 600 086
Tel: 044-28350773, 28350045
Fax: 044-28350773
E-mail : ietechennai@gmail.com;
chennai@iete.org
Tamilnadu excluding District of
DHaramapuri & Kanyakumari ,

Coimbatore
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham
University: Amrita Nagar PO
Ettimadai, Coimbatore-641 112 (T.N)
Tel: 0422-2685000
Fax : 0422-2666274
E-mail: coimbatore@iete.org, iete@amrita.edu
Website : www.ietecbe.org
Coimbatore, Erode,
Nilgiri, & Tiruchirapalli
Excluding Salem, Madurai

Dehradun
C/o DEAL Campus,
Raipur Road, Dehradun - 248 001
Uttarakhand
Tel: 0135-2223050
Fax: 0135-2787285, 2787290
E-mail : ietedehradun@gmail.com
pkmittaldun@gmail.com
State of Uttrakhand
MANKAPUR
Sanchar Vihar Colony,
I T Ltd,
Mankapur - 271 308, Dist. Gonda
Tel: 05265-274358
Fax:05265-239477
Email: ietemankapur@yahoo.co.in

MUMBAI
73-B, IETE House
Collector's Colony, Mahul Road
Chembur,
Mumbai - 400 074
Tel: 022-2518171
E-mail: mumbai@iete.org

Goa
Goa College of Engg
Electronics & Telecommunication Department
Farmagudi, Ponda, Goa – 403 401
Tel : 0832-2336344
E-mail goa@iete.org , iete.gsc@gmail.com, iete.gssc@gmail.com

MYSURU
No 201, Mythri Arcade 1st Floor,
1st, Main, Saraswathipuram
Mysuru - 570 009
Telefax: 0821-2518171
E-mail : mysore@iete.org
chaiman_iete@bsnl.com

NAGPUR
131A , Zenda Chowk
Near Nagapur Garage,
Dharampeth
Nagpur 440 010
Telefax: 0712-2551890
E-mail : nagpur@iete.org
ietenagpurcentre@yahoo.co.in

NAVI MUMBAI
C/o EXTC Department, Fr C
Rodrigues Institute of Technology
Sector 9A, Vashi
Navi Mumbai-400 703
Tel : 022-41611076
Fax: 022-241611025
E-mail: milind05in@yahoo.co.in

NOIDA
PS-1D, Behind Brahmaputra Shopping Complex, Sector 29, Arun Vihar
Noida 201 303
Tel : 0120-4230533/34
E-mail: noida@iete.org

IETE Amity University Noida
C/o Amity Inst of Telecom Tech & Mgmt (AITTM) C- Block Grnd Floor
Amity Univ. Campus, Sec-125
GB Nagar, Noida – 201 303
Tel: 0120-4392207
Fax: 0120-2431878
E-mail: rkkapur@amity.edu

PALAKKAD
28/143,144, 2nd & 3rd Floor
West Fort Road
Palakkad 678 001,Kerala
Tel: 0491-2525666,
Fax: 0491-2555900
E-mail : palakkad@iete.org
ite_e_kkd@rediffmail.com

Kozhikode
2nd Floor, Left Wing
KMCT College of Engg
Kallanthode, NIT Campus
Kozhikode – 673601
(M) (09744916886

PATNA
205,5th Ram Plaza
Station Road, Patna – 800 001
Tel : 09234185408
E-mail: patna@iete.org
ietepatna@gmail.com
Website: www.ietepatna.org

PILANI
CSIR-CEERI, Pilani - 333 031(Raj.)
Tel : 01596-242359
Fax 01596-242294
E-mail: pilani@iete.org,
root@ceeriernet.in
Website: www.ceeri.res.in

PUNE
"Raghuraj", 62, Indiranagar,
Near Mehendale Garage,
Erandwane, Pune - 411 030
Tel: 020-25449762
Fax : 020-25410179

Gonda District of U.P, adjoining
district of Sant Nagar, Faizabad,
Mankavasti, Siddharth Nagar in addition
to the existing districts Basti &
Bairampur Gorakhnath, Deoria, Balia,
Kushinagar, Maharaigaon, Mau &
Azamgarh.

Mumbai Metropolis, Thane,
excluding Navi Mumbai and Raigarh
Districts of Maharashtra

State of Goa

Mysuru, Hassan Mandya,
& Chamraj Nagara
District of Karnataka

Navi Mumbai, Raigad, Sindhdurg,
& Ratnagiri

Noida, Ghaziabad,
Distts of Meerut,Muzzafarnagar
and Saharanpur excluding sector
included under Noida Amity Sub-
Centre

Noida Sector 44,47,48,125
and 127

Distt Kozhikode

Dist of Jhunjhunu, Churu and Sikar

State of Bihar

Dist of Jhunjhunu, Churu and Sikar

Maharashtra State, excluding
Mumbai Metropolis, Navi Mumbai
Thane, Raigarh Distt of Maharashtra
and Vidharbha Region
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nashik</td>
<td>C/o Sanchar Parish BSNL Canada Corner, Nashik - 422 002, Tel: 0253-2571155, Fax: 0253-2570655 E-mail: <a href="mailto:nashik@iete.org">nashik@iete.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolhapur</td>
<td>Sanjeevan Engg &amp; Tech Institute, Panhala-Tal, Dist-Kolhapur-416 201, Tel: 0231-2686613, Fax: 0231-2686629 E-mail: <a href="mailto:ietef4subcentre_kolhapur@seti.edu.in">ietef4subcentre_kolhapur@seti.edu.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAJKOT</td>
<td>Prema-Z, 1st Floor, Tirupur Nagar-3, Raja Road Near Hanuman Madhi, Rajkot - 360 007, Telefax: 0281-2572357 E-mail: <a href="mailto:rajkot@iete.org">rajkot@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:info@ieterajkot.org">info@ieterajkot.org</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.ieterajkot.org">www.ieterajkot.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANCHI</td>
<td>M/27, Opp Harmu Housing Colony Plot No 1550, Ranchi, Jharkhand-834 002 Tel: 0651-2242266 Website:wewwww.iete.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIVAMOGGA</td>
<td>Jawaharal Nehru National College of Engineering Navile, Shimoga-577 204 Tel: 08182-276707-709, 270450 Fax: 08182-222450 E-mail: <a href="mailto:shimoga@iete.org">shimoga@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:shimoga.iete@gmail.com">shimoga.iete@gmail.com</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.ietesmg.org">www.ietesmg.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIVAKASI</td>
<td>MEPCO Schlenk Engineering College, MEPCO Engg College (Post), Sivakasi-626 005 Tel: 04562-235000 Fax: 04562-235111 E-mail: <a href="mailto:iete_svks@mepecoen.ac.in">iete_svks@mepecoen.ac.in</a>, <a href="mailto:iete_svks@yahoo.com">iete_svks@yahoo.com</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.mepcoeng.ac.in/iete-subcentre">www.mepcoeng.ac.in/iete-subcentre</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRUVANANTHAPURAM</td>
<td>Pottakuzhy, Pattom PO, Thiruvananthapuram- 695 004 Tel: 0471-2554727 E-mail: <a href="mailto:ietetrivandrum@gmail.com">ietetrivandrum@gmail.com</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.ietetvm.org">www.ietetvm.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIRUPATI</td>
<td>4th Floor, A V R Complex Balaji Colony, Tirupati-517 502 Mobile: 0924707122 Fax: 0877-2248580 E-mail: <a href="mailto:tirupati@iete.org">tirupati@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:iete_tirupati@yahoo.com">iete_tirupati@yahoo.com</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.ietetirupati.org">www.ietetirupati.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADODARA</td>
<td>501-506, Vrajassidhi Tower Palace Road, Khanderao Market, Char Rasta Rajmahal Road, Vadodara – 390 001 Telfax: 0265-2242247 E-mail: <a href="mailto:vaddodara@iete.org">vaddodara@iete.org</a>, <a href="mailto:iete.vadodara@yahoo.in">iete.vadodara@yahoo.in</a>, Website: <a href="http://www.iete.org">www.iete.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surat</td>
<td>Electronics Engg Deptt Sardar Vallabhbai National Institute of Technology, Ichchhanath Surti-395077 (Gujarat) Tel: 0261-2201552 E-mail: <a href="mailto:info@ietesurat.org">info@ietesurat.org</a> Website: <a href="http://www.svnit.ac.in">www.svnit.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIJAYAWADA</td>
<td>Flat No 107 &amp; 108, 1st Floor Vijaya Sowdha Aqups, High School Road, Patamata M G Road Vijayawada – 520 010 Krishna Dist. (A P) Tel: 0866-2550974 E-mail: <a href="mailto:iete.vjlc@gmail.com">iete.vjlc@gmail.com</a> <a href="mailto:iete.vjlc@yahoo.com">iete.vjlc@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISAKHAPATNAM</td>
<td>IETE Building, Near ECE Deptt AU College of Engg Visakhapatnam - 530 003 Tel: 0891-2586402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E-mail: iete.vizag@gmail.com
Website: www.ietevizag.org

WARANGAL
3rd Floor, Mayuri Mall
Kishanpura, Hanamkonda
Warangal – 506 001
Tel: 0870-2533737
E-mail: warnagal@iete.org

KATHMANDU
OPO Box 5662
TTC Building, Nepal Telecom
Babar Mahal
Kathmandu, Nepal
Phone: 00977-1-4784213
Fax: 00977-1-4784220
E-mail: kathmandu@iete.org, ietenepal@yahoo.com

E-mail: ietewarangal@yahoo.co.in
Warangal, Karim Nagar
Nizamabad & Adilabad
witter@iete.org

E-mail: kathmandu@iete.org,

Nepal
CORPORATE MEMBERS DIRECTORY: IMPORTANT POINTS

1. For your convenience, corporate members are listed in the Directory, Centres and Sub-Centres-wise falling under their jurisdiction. Those who do not come under the jurisdiction of the Centres are shown under the heading, “Others”. All members living abroad are also shown separately under the heading “Members Abroad”. All members names from whom letters have been returned consecutively for the last three years, are shown separately at the end of the Directory. These members are to contact the HQ for updating their address.

2. Members may kindly note that:
   (i) ‘L’- shows - Life Members.
   (ii) Years in brackets shows - Service in the Governing Council.
   (iii) # shows - Wrong Address where correspondence to the members is returned undelivered.


4. Members paying Annual Subscription may like to become Life Members.

5. For the convenience of our Corporate Members to contact each other, the e-mail addresses and Mobile No of the Corporate members against their names as well as area of their specialization have been included provided the same has been given by the members. Those members who have not yet given this information may please send it to IETE HQ, New Delhi at sec.gen@iete.org and edp@iete.org to incorporate for the next Directory.

6. Every care has been taken to incorporate the latest information about qualifications, designation/appointment, rank, status, address etc. Change(s), if any, may please be sent by email to the Secretary General, IETE at sec.gen@iete.org and edp@iete.org for incorporation in our records. Centres are requested to inform the members to send their correct address to HQ.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVE H B PROF (F02673L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE MTECH MCSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 NARENDRAPARK SOCIETY OPP CIVIL HOSPITAL NADAD 38001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:bdbave@yahoo.com">bdbave@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9825210265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVE J V PROF (F05104L) BE(L) M(E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/9 NA NARAYAN SOCIETY OPP PUNJABI HALL NAVrangpura AHMEDABAD 380009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Splt Electronics &amp; Communications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:prof.cylova@gmail.com">prof.cylova@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9425601178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVE BOOP KISHAN (F06260L) BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2962 SECTOR-7A GHANGLINAHAR 382007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ICT Disaster Management Scala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:ccppdave@yahoo.com">ccppdave@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9825601614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHAR JOLLY (F134022L) BTECH MTECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPAL 444 BUNGLOW NO 26 SARDAR PATEL RING ROAD BOPAL AHMEDABAD 380058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:jolly@s.ac.iro.in.gov">jolly@s.ac.iro.in.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9429911229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHAR PRASENITI (F05205L) BE ELECTRONICS &amp; TELECOMMUNICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-27 NEW ANURADHA SOCIETY VILL GHUMA PO BOPAL AHMEDABAD 380059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Splt Reliability &amp; Quality Assurance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:dpjd@gmail.com">dpjd@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9429213234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHYALAL RANCHHOD (F08576L) BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 ASHOK NAGAR SOCIETY BH SUNDARDIV JODHPUR TEKRA AHMEDABAD 380015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Splt Advanced Digital Satellite Commn Tech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:rdhyalal@yahoo.com">rdhyalal@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9427009597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANDHI DAXANG RAINJAKAT (F21527L) BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-20 KARMAYOT-2 NR PRERANA TIRTH DERASAR JODHPUR SATELLITE ROAD AHMEDABAD 380015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:dharmvir@hotmai.com">dharmvir@hotmai.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-9425270265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARG R (F290746L) MTECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 TIRTH NARAYAN VIBHAG TWO (2) MEMNAGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AMRAVATI CENTRE (MAHARASHTRA)

FELLOWS

ALI MIR ASHFAQ (F123912L) BE MS 8/374 CHIHYA NAGAR NEAR DR SHABBAR ALIS HOSPITAL AMRAVATI 444601 (Splt: Computer Science and Engg) Email: a_m_alireddiffmail.com M-9421770727

ALI MIR SADIQUE (F156352L) NEAR M ASID JAMIL COLONY WALGAGON ROAD AMRAVATI 444601 Email: saifullah@hotmail.com M-9370155150

ARAB M B L (F809789L) AMIETE S E D D MTCE CENTRE IST FLOOR JALARAM STUDENTS HOSTEL TOSHIBA LAYOUT AKOLA 444601 Email: soldcak1@hotmail.com

BAMNAMI GAJENDRA RANBHAI (F021227L) BE ME LILAYA 34 SAI NAGAR AMRAVATI 444601 Email: grbanmari@rediffmail.com

BOOKHE AMOL PANJABRAO PROF (F169010L) BE ME BEHIND PARSHURAM CLINIC CAMP AMRAVATI 444602

CHAUDHARI D S DR (F150436L) BE ME PHD DEPT OF ELECTRONICS & TELE & COM GOVT COLLEGE OF ENGG AMRAVATI 444604 Email: dshukla123@gmail.com

DHAKANE DHANANJAY M (F219144L) BE ME JUNI TAK SAL BUDHWARA AMRAVATI 444601 (Splt: Steganography Networking Security System Security) Email: daikane.dshukh@gmail.com M-9322749792

DESHMUKH ANAND B (F160980L) BE ME FLAT NO 2 SHIBHUM SOCIETY RAM NAGAR AMRAVATI 444608 Email: abds_07@rediffmail.com M-9369039393

DESHMUKH HEMANT RANBHAI DR (F237088L) BE ME PHD DRGIT & R MARDI ROAD NEAR SGDAI AMRAVATI 444703 (Splt: Operating Systems) Email: srlrkr@rediffmail.com M-9766997877

DESHMUKH PRASHANT R (F113010L) ME PHD SANNATI COLONY SHEGAON AMRAVATI 444604 Email: pr_deshmukh@yahoo.com M-9421610994

DESHMUKH K M PROF (F169760L) BE ME FLAT NO 2 ASHTYAVINAYAK APTS NEAR DESAI DRIVING SCHOOL JIGLEKAR PLOT AMRAVATI 444606 (Splt: Mobile communication microprocessor and micro controller) Email: ravindra.dbshukh@gmail.com M-9403043292

DESHMUKH RAJESH MADHUKARRAO (F302228L) BE ME C/O M G DESHMUKH RATH NAGAR AMRAVATI 444603 Email: deshmukhraj@rediffmail.com

DESHMUKH VAISALI MADHAVRAO (F202205L) BE ME C/O HARSHAD M DESHMUKH HARSH BUILDING ZP ROAD CAMP AMRAVATI 444601 Email: vaishaldeshmukh.2007@rediffmail.com M-9805078311

DIKHOJAN PANDURANG DR (F197967L) BE ME PHD PLOT NO 26 KRANTI COLONY B/H SATURDA IDC BADNERA ROAD AMRAVATI 444605 (Splt: Control Systems Process Instrumentation) Email: gujjaunand@rediffmail.com M-9766305053

DHOPEIT S V (F155449L) BE ME NITYANAND COLONY PLOT NO 27 AKOLI ROAD SAINAGAR AMRAVATI 444607 (Splt: Communication Digital Signal Processing) Email: sanjaydhopeit@gmail.com M-9421856675

DUDUL S V DR (F109134L) BE ME(L) PHD A-3 YOGIRAJ APPS OPP-LABOUR COURT PARAJAY COLONY AMRAVATI 444402 Email: vdudul99@rediffmail.com M-9793019100

GAJKWAD VISHWAS TULSHIRAM (F199170L) BE ME SIPNA COLLEGE OF ENNG BADNERA ROAD AMRAVATI 444601 (Splt: Microprocessor Microcontroller) Email: vgakwad@rediffmail.com M-9793061400

GAWANDE P D (F224857L) BT MTECH B-303 VIJAY RUDHIRA APPT ASHAYAD COLONY RAYATGAON ROAD AMRAVATI 444601 (Splt: Electronics and Telecommunication) Email: gawandpe@rediffmail.com M-9322311020

GHATRE V N DR (F188557L) BE ME PHD S/3 SAIJAVANDAN APPT ABHIYAN COLONY RATHI NAGAR AMRAVATI 444603 Email: vgnath86@gmail.com M-9407720704

GUHANE VIJAY S DR (F155982L) BE ME PHD 98 SAINAGAR NEAR SAIBABA HIGH SCHOOL BADNERA ROAD AMRAVATI 444607 (Splt: Computer Science & Engg) Email: vguhane@rediffmail.com M-9422857022

GUMBULE PRITESH R (F159798L) BE ME 105 RAGHU NANDAN ARCADE NEAR KOLHATKAR MANGAL KARYALAY RAJAPETH AMRAVATI 444606 Email: petesh@rediffmail.com M-9422857320

GUPTA RAJENDRA KUMAR DR (F097826L) MSC(L) PhD(PHY) RESEARCH PROF-C T PROF FLAT GR FLOOR SGGM COLLEGE OF ENGG SHEGAON BUDHWARA 444203 Email: prof_gurar@rediffmail.com M-9869308011

HARKUT DINESH GOKULDAS (F155642L) BE ME SAISSHRIDHA 2ND FLOOR CHRIST COLONY BH CIRCAMITRACT BHA COLLEGE AMRAVATI 444607 Email: d_harkut@rediffmail.com M-9869308011

INGOLE DILIP TULSHIRAM PROF (F160472L) BE ME TRIVENI HOUSE 10/43 RUKAND NAGAR AMRAVATI 444600 (Splt: Electrical Power Systems Biomedical Engg) Email: d ingresar@rediffmail.com M-9422513002

M-9422513702

RAUT RANJANA DINAKAR (F103037L) BE ME C/O D S RAUT JAI AOAO RAJNAGAR NEAR NIRIVANCE HIGH SCHOOL M.D.I.C. ROAD AMRAVATI 444602 Email: raut21099007@rediffmail.com M-9872561857

RAUT VIVEK AMRAVATIC (F232904L) BE ME 78 GANAPATI NAGAR NEAR ST FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL M.D.I.C. ROAD AMRAVATI 444606 Email: rautvivek@hindusys.com M-9421818789

RODE SANDEEP V DR (F159674L) BE ME PHD 202 SHIBUMAPARTMENT BH HANUMAN MANDIR G.S.DAGA NAGAR AMRAVATI 444603 (Splt: Signal Processing Analog & Digital Circuit Design) Email: s_sandeep@rediffmail.com M-9421856858

SARATE GAJANAN GOVIND (F133030L) 4 TANTRA VHAR COLONY POST SHIVARAJ NAGAR AMRAVATI 444606 Email: gausate@gmail.com M-9872561857

SHERKAR SWATI SUNIL DR (F155656L) MSC PHD NEAR ABHIN BH CIRCAMITRACT BHA COLONY BESIDE FREE MURSA MUR P.S.TATION CAMP AMRAVATI 444602 (Splt: Network Security) Email: s_sherkar@rediffmail.com M-9404130800

SHIRBHATE N B (F123911L) BE BE SAIHARA PRABHAT COLONY DASERA ROAD AMRAVATI 444405 (Splt: Solid State Devices Neural Networks Fuzzy Logic) Email: sshirbhate@yahoo.co.in
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VAIDYANATHAN R V (M134827L)   BE
MSTAGE 100 FT RING ROAD BANGALORE 560085
VAIDYA GIRISH VASANT (M122793L)   BE
III STAGE BASAVESHWARANAGAR BENGALURU 560079   (Spl: Telecommunication Engg)
UMASHANKAR B S (M123942L)   BE ME
UMA B V (M131349L)   BE ME
Email
Gnanagangothri Campus New Bel Road MSR Nagar Bangalore 560054

UTTARA KUMARI M (M146530L)   BTECH
390/19 CIVIL SCHOOL ROAD CHICKBALLAPUR 562101   (Spl: Digital Electronics & Communication)
Email

BMS College Of Engineering Sullia Dakshin Kannada 574327   (Spl: Digital Electronics & Communication)
Email
CHENNAI CENTRE(TAMILNADU)

FELLOWS

ABDUL LATIF V (F12322L) BE(SOE) MINISTRY OF DEFENCE DEFENCE SUSTAINANCE CELL PB NO 7 AVADI CHENNAI 600054

ABRAHAM C E (F096184L#) BSC(ENG) FLAT B PACE APARTMENT 4/7 V KOOL STREET CHINNAYA NAGAR CHENNAI 600092

ACHUTHAN M G AIR CMDE (F095927L#) 12/3 BAYLINE APARTS RADHAKRISHNAN NAGAR 22 CROSS STREET TRIVUYMIVYUR CHENNAI 600041

ALAMELU N DR (F191872L) BE ME PHD NEW 301 OLD 373 KAMARAJAR SALAI RAI ANNAMALAI PURAM CHENNAI 600028

Email: ralameelu@gmail.com

AMALRajan G Joseph (F127852L) BE(L) ME(L) 13 PARK AVENUE APRTS 44 PULLA AVENUE SHADY NAGAR CHENNAI 600202

AMUDHA V DR (F218537L) BE MD PHD NO 1/142 SRI NATH NAGAR 1ST MAIN ROAD NEAR NIMILICHERY STATION TRIVUYLUR 600202 (SPL: FPGA Based System Design)

Email: amunnu_veer@yahoo.co.in

M-9865664039

ANAND SHEILA (F127489L) BE ME ROHINI 7 SECOND MAIN ROAD C I T COLONY CHENNAI 600004

ANANTHANARAYANAN S (F030375L) ME 15 7TH CROSS STREET INDIRA NAGAR ADVY CHENNAI 600020

APPAKUTTY (F192715L) 1180 19TH STREET, G BLOCK, ANNAG NAGAR CHENNAI 600040 (2006-08 2010-13)

Email: appakutty@yahoo.com

M-9444105580

ARUL LAWRENCE SELVAKUMAR A DR (F212393L) MSc MTECH PhD PLOT NO 9 VARUNA GOLD ENCLAVE OPP-ANAND ELECTRONICS NR OLD BUS STAND CHINNAYA CHENNAI 600019 (SPL: Network Security Cryptography Random Theory)

Email: arul72@gmail.com

M-9444618136

ARUNA PRiya P DR (F230394L) ME PHD DEPT OF ECE SRM UNIVERSITY KATTANKULATHUR CHENNAI 603200 (SPL: Molecular Nano Electronics)

Email: arunpriya.p@srmutnur.ac.in

M-9444635117

ARUNACHALAM E C (F123997L) BE ME(C) 5/7 POWER APARTMENTS 4TH STREET KAMARAJ NAGAR CHOLAIAMEDU CHENNAI 600094

ARUNACHALAM V (F057353L#) 38 WEST CIRCULAR ROAD MANDAVELI CHENNAI 600028

AYAPPAN K PROF (F22322L) ME PHD PROF IN ECE DEPT RAJIV GANDHI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY KIRUMAMPAKKAM RAJIV GANDHI CHENNAI 600009

Email: jas.dar@gmail.com

M-9841051908

BALAMURUGU P DR (F256200L) ME PHD 532 RAGAVENDRA NAGAR SRINIVASAPURAM ST THANJAVUR 613009 (SPL: Power Electronics Hybrid Engg)

Email: balaguru.as@gmail.com

M-9944114490

BALARAM PILAI PK LT COL (F225071L) BTECH ANTK & K AREA SIGNALL COMPANY FORT SAINT GEORGE CHENNAI 600009 (SPL: Telecommunication IS & Cyber Security)

Email: jpkbalarampili@gmail.com

M-9443564677

BALARAMAN K (F088481L) AMITE 9-A BRAHMIN STREET VELAIYUR CHENNAI 600042 (SPL: Electrical/Aeronautical Heavy Projects)

BALARAMAN N (F199254L) BE(L) ME(L) MUTE KEUPA COLONY FIRST AVENUE ASHOK NAGAR CHENNAI 600083 (SPL: Electronics & Communications Air & TV Stations Mai intenance & Operations Projects)

Email: balaraman.n@gmail.com

M-9444816022

BASKARAN S DR (F316324L) BE(L) ME(L) PHD OLD NO 8 NEW NO 2 JUSTICE RANAMUNAI RD DR RADHAKRISHNAN NAGAR CHENNAI 600041

Email: baskaransir@gmail.com

M-9841989019

BEULAHDEVAMALAR P M DR (F225080L) MCA MTECH PHD 12A VETRINAGAR II STREET KAMARAJ NAGAR VIGNARAJAPURAM CHENNAI 600073 (SPL: Telemedical Computing Convergence Mobile Radio & Antennas Optical Fiber)

Email: francisjacob@gmail.com

M-9840078790

GANAPATHI MOHAN N (F062800L) X-205 RIO SHALOM 2ND FLOOR 5TH STREET ANANDA NAGAR CHENNAI 600040

GANESAN C S (F099213L#) NEUROPULAPALY CHENNAI 600004 (SPL: Telecommunication Convergence Technologies Mobile Radio & Antennas Optical Fiber)

Email: jgopal@rediffmail.com

M-9444209310

GANESAN N (F170507L) 12/3 BAYLINE APARTS NO 43 NAGAR CHENNAI 600028

GANESAN R (F149870L) DMITL B-16 VANISH APARTMENTS 266 LLOYDS ROAD GOPALAPURAM CHENNAI 600086

GODHAVARI T DR (F500070L) BE MTECH PHD 13 LCO SCHEME II STREET JAWAHAR NAGAR CHENNAI 600082 (SPL: Information Security Quantum Computing)

Email: godhavari@gmail.com

M-9444113260

GODEV PREMII M S DR (F236651L) BE ME PHD A3 1ST STREET SRI RAMAN GAV NAIRNAGARAPURAM CHENNAI 600073

GOPI N (F228400L) BTECH MTECH 13 PARK AVENUE APARTS 77 KAMARAJ NAGAR CHENNAI 600082

Email: gopin@gopi@gmail.com

M-9844280831

GOPAL HEMA (F234565L) BTECH MSCS NO B8 AGS COLONY NANGANALLUR CHENNAI 600061 (SPL: Computer Science & Engineering)

Email: gopahema@gmail.com

M-9944769018

GOPAL J (F099213L) OLD 12 A CGE COLONY KUPPAM BEACH ROAD TRIVAVAMURUTY CHENNAI 600041 (SPL: Telecom FT)

Email: jgopal@rediffmail.com

M-9445604006

GOPAL V (F12444L) BE ME C-4 VICTORIA R CHENNAI 600012

GODAIVALLU R (F061989L) BE ME PHD NO 7 1 CROSS RD. KASTURBA NGR ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600028

GODAIVALLU R (F124016L) MSc B-1/141 KENDRIYVI HAIYAR VELAPPANCHAVI CHENNAI 600077

Email: rcpgodavallu2003@yahoo.co.in

M-9902767551

GODAIVALLU R (F010218L) B Sc M CHENNAI TELEPHONES (REDT) FLAT NO 77 MAJESTIC PARK MUTUKUMARAPPA ROAD SALIJRAMAM CHENNAI 600093

GOVINDAN E G COMMODORE (F150432L) BTECH MTECH 31 BTECH MTECH 600001 GST (BTECH MTECH 13 PARK AVENUE APARTS 77 KAMARAJ NAGAR CHENNAI 600082)

GUNASEKARAN N DR (F059785L) 9 VENKATACHALAM STREET PALAVANTHANGAL CHENNAI 600114

GUNASEKARAN N (F04999L) BLOCK-B4 FLAT NO 180 KENDRIYVI HAIYAR NOOMBAH CHENNAI 600077

Email: gunda5@gmail.com

M-9840155453

HELEN PRABHA K PROF (F19451L) BE ME PROF & HEAD DEPT OF EAC RMD ENGINEERING COLLEGE KAVARAPETTI TIRUVALLUR 601206

INDUMATHI J DR (F236848L) BE ME PHD 38 DEVI APARTMENTS 100 FT TARAMANI LINK ROAD VELACHERY CHENNAI 600042

Email: j.indumathi@gmail.com

M-9444684999

JAGADEESH KUMAR V DR (F19097L) BE ME PHD DEPT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CHENNAI 600036
MEMBERS

ABDUL SHAHEER HAMEED (M236908L) BE ME PHD 5/28 SHANTHI NGR II CROSS NEAR JAYAM COLLEGE CHINNATHIRUPATHI SALEM 636008 Email: abdulshaheer@gmail.com M-9597407044

ANNALAKSHMI (M130797) BE ME 100 NORTH STREET T N PALAYAM GOBI TALUK ERODE 638006 Email: anna_chama@rediffmail.com M-9895341901

ASHOK V (M231955L) BE ME 52 DR GARDEN KEEL THANDHAL THANDHAL PO ERODE 638012 (Spt: Process Control and Instrumentation) Email: vashok.research@gmail.com M-9842766141

BRINDHA P (M237172L) BE ME 846 KAMARAJ NAGAR 2ND STREET P N ROAD TIRUPPUR 641602 (Spt: VLSI Design Embedded Systems) Email: brindhate@gmail.com M-9952714387

CHITRA K (M500119L) BE ME 1/16 GOVINDAN STREET ARISIPALAYAM SALEM 636009 (Spt: Communication Systems Electronics Devices) Email: chitra.iitw2008@gmail.com M-9894456095

CHITRA N (M237689L) BE ME 1677-1 KPL COLONY-1 ANNA NAGAR KADACHANALLUR (PO) ERODE 638006 (Spt: Signal Processing) Email: kcmcg@gmail.com M-9865301252

DEEPA G (M236891L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: g.deepag@kongu.ac.in M-9695266906

DEEPA S (M198474L) BE ME C/O DEPT OF ECE SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY SALEM 636005 M-9443202277

DEIVANAYAGI S (M192323L) BE MTECH 32 K T RAJU STREET KOLLAMPALAYAM ERODE 638002 Email: deva_c97@yahoo.co.in M-9695308972

DINESH V (M236800L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: dineshdm04@gmail.com M-9893475715

DINESH V C (M236896L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: vcdiniesh@gmail.com M-9976484996

ELANGO V (M236904L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: elangopdh@kongu.ac.in M-9001182214

GEETHA R (M235566L) BE ME 2279 SIVA CLINIC KARACHIKORA BHAVANI SAGAR (PO) SATHYAMANGALAM (TK) ERODE 638451 (Spt: VLSI Design VLSI Signal Processing) Email: geetha409@yahoo.co.in M-9842180790

GNANAMALI I (M177224L) BE ME-B 36 RAJARAM NAGAR SALEM 636007 Email: ignanal90@yahoo.co.in M-9865789456

GOMATHI S (M236892L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: samsangomathi@gmail.com M-9442769079

GOPAL P (M198421L) BE ME PHD 1001 1/4 251 BHARATHI NAGAR JAGRAMMA PALAYAM SALEM 636002 Email: bhgopi_ji08@gmail.com M-9443828219

HESALATHA K (M236897L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: khesalamatha@kongu.ac.in M-9789086111

INDRAJITH SELVAMANI (M234007L) BE ME 57 C PERIYAR ST OLD SURAMANGALAM SALEM 636005 (Spt: Applied Electronics) Email: i.selvamani@gmail.com M-9865434227

JAYANCHANDRAN T (M236522L) BE ME 7/441 VALLALAR KOVIL ST KADAVANAPPATTY PACHAL (PO) NAMAKKAI 637018 (Spt: Digital Image Processing Digital Signal Processing) Email: jaynecdsp@gmail.com M-9842244177

JAYANThI K B (M217685L) BE ME PHD 127 TELEPHONE NAGAR MOLAPALAYAM ERODE 638002 (Spt: Digital Image Processing Digital Signal Processing) Email: jayanthikb@yahoo.co.in M-9443718111

JAYANThI R (M231954L) BE ME 362 ASHOK NAGAR NEAR JAYCEES SCHOOL MOOLAPALAYAM POST ERODE 638002 (Spt: Communication Systems) Email: jairajadurai@gmail.com M-9449194332

KALASELVE T C (M236803L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: kalasvek@kongu.ac.in M-9443846512

KANNAN RUBY E D (M236882L) BE ME PHD DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: bswintahkumar@yahoo.co.in M-9786618510

KARI Th KUMAR S (M228044L) BE ME H NO-4/74 A M P NAGAR WEST VELLA KOVIL ERODE 638111 (Spt: APPLIED ELECTRONICS POWER ELECTRONICS & DRIVES) Email: karthik.phd@gmail.com M-9763368666

KARTHIKEYAN S (M192329L) BE MTECH 3 SRI SAKTHI ILLAM GOLDEN CITY SENGODAMAPALAYAM THANDHAL PO ERODE 638009 Email: karthikytn@gmail.com M-9865605585

KAVIN KUMAR K (M236899L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: kavin.s@kongu.ac.in M-9860080999

KAVITHA K R (M198472L) BE ME NO 1 ARUMANG ST DADAGATTY SALEM 636006 Email: kavinmar2008@yahoo.co.in

KAVITHA N S (M236898L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: kavitha_n_s@kongu.ac.in M-9909510888

KOKILA P (M236818L) BE ME 945 PUDIPALASS KOUNDACHALAPALAYAM (PO) VELOLD (VIA) ERODE 638112 (Spt: Embedded Systems) Email: kokpagram@gmail.com M-9897002247

KUMAR P (M208791L) BE MTECH 5/26 SEYAMPALAYAM KANDAMPALAYAM PO VELUR TK NAMAKAL 637203 Email: kumar_kovil@yahoo.co.in M-9750038774

LAKSHMI PRIYA S (M234005L) BE ME 239 G B KRISHNA KUDIL NEDUNCHALAI NAGAR SALEM 636005 (Spt: Multimedia Technology Electronics & Communication) Email: sendpriya12@gmail.com M-9949002069

LALITHAKUMAR A (M208895L) BE ME 44/75 MINISTER GOVINDA SAMY STREET RASIPURAM (PO&T) NAMAKAL 637408 (Spt: Electronics Devices VLSI Design) Email: lalithkumar@gmail.com M-9949953526

LOGARASU R (M230500L) BE MSC 9/1 SEYAGOUNDAMPALAYAM KOLAITHALAPALAYAM POST NAMAKAL 637019 Email: logarasu@gmail.com M-9655224466

LOGESHWARI V (M236523L) BE ME 8/46 KAMARAJ NAGAR SITTAKALAMAPALAYAM N K PUDUR (PO) ERODE 638005 (Spt: VLSI Design) Email: vlogeswarmece@gmail.com M-9750004599

MAHESWARAN S (M236868L) BE ME DEPT OF ECE KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 Email: maheshswaran@kongu.ac.in M-9428113444

MALARKOHIDI S (M237888L) BE MTECH 114/F TCS NAGAR RAJAGONAMALAPALAYAM SUBRAMALAM PO TRICHYANGAM KONGU ENGINEERING COLLEGE PERUNDURAI ERODE 638052 (Spt: Image Processing Digital Electronics) Email: malarvekar@rediffmail.com M-9442929650

MALATHI D (M234223L) BE ME 153 AGRAHARA STREET ERODE 638001 (Spt: VLSI Designs ASIC Design) Email: malathid2001@gmail.com M-9865780385

MANIVANNAN A (M160578L) BE 4-90B SOUTH STREET PAVITHRAM (PO) NAMAKAL (TK) SALEM 637021
IMPHAL CENTRE (MANIPUR)

FELLOWS

BODHA CHANDRA SINGH (F129466L) MTECH(L) CEDITI AKAMPAT PO BOX-104 IMPHAL MANIPUR 795001

CHANO I S COL. (F130036L) SOIE AMITEE MS(DEF) MANAGING DIRECTOR MANTRON B-14 TAKYEL INDLE. INSTITUTE IMPHAL 795001

GOURAKISHWAR SINGH N (F161710L) M S6GDA MCA DEPT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE MANIPURI UNIVERSITY IMPHAL 795003

HARESHWAR SINGH N (F099258L) BTECH URIPOK TOURANGAIMAK LEIKAP IMPHAL 795001

IMOHU SINGH OINAM (F161757L) MSC MIPHIL DEPTT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE MANIPURI UNIVERSITY IMPHAL 795003

KULACHANDRA SINGH H (F133241L) BTECH MANIPURI UNIVERSITY CANDIPUR 795003

MAMATA DEVI H (F140091L) M CO N ASHOK MITEHI WANGDEK IKEHM LEIKAP IMPHAL 795001

MAMANG LEIKAI PO/PS LAMPHEL IMPHAL 795004

NILLABABU OINAM (F055656L) BTECH PRINCIPAL OINAM BIOMLEC POLYTECHNIC KEISHAMPAT JUNCTION IMPHAL 795001

RAJEN SINGH K (F169686L) BE SANGAPROU MANING FCID GODOWN MAKHA IMPHAL 795001 (Spl Information Technology)

SOMOKANTA SINGH (AM135344L) BTECH applications)

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES

AMITAB LAISHRAM (AM162404L) AMIETE IROSHEMBA LOUKREMBA LEIKAM IMPHAL WEST MANIPUR 795004

BIBHAV SINGH N (M230120L) BE Robotics Image Processing

CHABUNGBAM PREMJIT (AM190347L) AMIETE

DEBENDRA SINGH N (AM125550L) AMIETE

GURUMAYUM DINECHA DEVI (AM149595L) AMIETE

HEINGANG ROAD CHINGMEIRUNG PO IMPHAL MANIPUR 795001

IR KHAN (AM140527L) AMIETE

JASMINA SINGH K (AM196940L) AMIETE

KEITHAL RIMS GATE IMPHAL 795001

KEITHAL RIMS GATE IMPHAL 795001
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POUBAI COLONY NEAR BAPTIST CHURCH

C/O S JUGESHWOR

C/O N DEBACHANDRA SINGH NIELIT

C/O P DEVEN SINGH IROISEMBA

C/O N DEBACHANDRA SINGH NIELIT

C/O CHABUNGBAM BIRHARI LARKY YENGILAM NEAR SALAN THONG MANIPURI IMPHAL 795001

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE S/O CHABUNGAM BIRHARI LARKY YENGILAM NEAR SALAN THONG MANIPURI IMPHAL 795001

CHABUNGAM PREMJIT (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMJIT (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE

CHABUNGAM PREMTJ (AM198347L) AMIETE
VIJAYASRI BOLISSETTY V (M224881L) BTECH ME DIO B S KRISHNA MURTHY D NO 4-5-47 KOVVUR NEAR VEGIVARACHAVIDI WEST GODAVARI 534503 (Sp. Electronics & Communications) Email: sudha_al4969@yahoo.co.in  
M: 9441996085 
YEDUKONDU L U (M224871L) BTECH MTECH C/O B S KRISHNA MURTHY D NO 4- 57 19TH WARD VEGIVARACHAVIDI KOVVUR WEST GODAVARI 534503 (Sp. Instrumentation and Control Systems) Email: udura_yk@yahoo.co.in  
M: 9441062170 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
ANAMPURNA DEVI S (AM500065L) BTECH D NO 3-10-8 KOTHAPALLI MANDAL RANAMAKKAPETA EAST GODAVARI 534503 Email: anampurndaevi12@gmail.com  
M: 9447277816  
ANISHA K (AM236728L) BTECH MTECH D NO 9-151 DOMMETIVARI PALLEM AMBRAJIPA (M) EAST GODAVARI 535214 (Sp. Control Systems Engineering) Email: kirtha.anusha@gmail.com  
M: 9704638179  
APPA RAO N (AM224996L) BTECH S/O NAGABHUSHANUM ULIMESWARAM PEDAPURAM (M) EAST GODAVARI 534503 (Sp. Embedded Systems) Email: appu_nagapalapu@yahoo.com  
M: 9846653800  
ARUN KUMAR G A (AM500053L) BTECH MTECH D NO 66-71-B NARASANNA NAGAR KAKINADA EAST GODAVARI 534503 (Sp. Embedded Systems) Email: arunkumargmail@gmail.com  
M: 9494954969  
AVASARALA TARANI (AM224911L) BTECH MTECH D NO 2-4823 BAPANODORA COLONY BALAJI NAGAR RAMANAYAPET KAKINADA 535005 (Sp. Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits Systems Design (VLSISD)) Email: taranaramanu3@gmail.com  
M: 9492284222 
B SUBBANABU BA (AM136791L) S/O SARASWATHI RAO ATCHAYYA PALEM NUTHIRAMANNA - PALEM PO BUTTARAPUDI MD WEST GODAVARI 534311  
BALA KRISHNA K (AM223523L) BTECH MTECH DEPT OF ECE SHRI SIRIVISI VENKATEN COLLEGE FOR WOMEN BHIMAVARAM WEST GODAVARI 534501 (Sp. Electronics & Communication) Email: khalakrishna502@gmail.com  
M: 9493611801  
BATTI KIRANMAI (AM226066L) AMIETE DIO B KASI VIJAYASREE RAO 19 ANDHIRA SUGARS COLONY KOVVUR WEST GODAVARI 534503 Email: kiranmaii@gmail.com  
M: 9880874302  
BHARATHI RAJANA (AM223338L) BTECH MTECH D NO 12-5-414 GUINIPUDE BHIMAVARAM WEST GODAVARI 534201 (Sp. VLSI Communications) Email: bharathirajana@gmail.com  
M: 9966631264  
BHARGAV M S S (AM230706L) BTECH MTECH S/O M SRIHARI SRIGANI & GANGA - LAKKAVARAM MALIKIRUPAM MDL EAST GODAVARI 533254 Email: mediclara.ubargavi1@gmail.com  
M: 9449555800  
BHUKUMRISHNA NA M (AM224687L) DIO SATYANARAYANA KONJA STREET ACHANTA WEST GODAVARI 534123  
BHOKRA SUDHA KIRAN (AM173436L) AMIETE H NO 25-10-7 GANESH NAGAR RAJAHMUNDI EAST GODAVARI 533105 Email: sudhakiran18@gmail.com  
M: 9940151989 
BUIJABURU P (AM201909L) SCS BTECH D NO 8-15-51A VOLTIVARI STREET PRATAPNAGAR KAKINADA 533004 Email: buijaburubihar@gmail.com  
M: 9849476673  
CHAKKARAVTHI J S (AM224901L) BTECH MTECH C/O DONDAPATI ASHRAMDAM NO D NO 43- 2-815 WARD CHURCHPET RAJAHMUNDI EAST GODAVARI 533101 (Sp. Digital Systems and Computer Electronics) Email: jswat2003@gmail.com  
M: 8055211407  
CHARYULU M L N (AM107760L) C/O A V RAGHAVACHARYULU SR ASST CHANCYA PAI KONDALLA KALLA WEST GODAVARI 534207  
CHEEKATLA RAVI SANKAR (AM224900L) BTECH MTECH H NO 6-01-20 4TH LEFT STREET SUBHADEK NAGAR YANAM EAST GODAVARI 533464 (Sp. VLSI Design) Email: kavveli.love@gmail.com  
M: 9965313858  
CHENNU MOHANA ROOPA (AM199439L) BTECH D NO 1-6-9 MADHAVAYAPALEM NARSAPUR WEST GODAVARI 534275 Email: mohana_venkatesh@yahoo.co.in  
M: 9989847167  
CHRISTINA GODAPATI B (AM223795L) BTECH MTECH D NO 18-1-26-16 STATIONPET NARSAPUR WEST GODAVARI 534280 (Sp. VLSI Design) Email: mensy.christina@gmail.com  
M: 7702190617  
D PINNA KUMAR (AM125753L) DNO 72-10-90 WATERTANK STREET SUBBARPETPA LALCHERUVU RAJAHMUNDI 533106  
D S R PRASAD RAJU (AM104887L) C/O D SIRIVISANARAYANA RAJU NEAR JAMCHMETTRI SRUNUGAVUSKHAM WEST GODAVARI 534243  
DIDDE SEKHAR (AM223431L) BTECH MTECH DIO DEVARATILAPPA (PAPUKVILL) BHIMAVARAM-MANDAL WEST GODAVARI 534239 (Sp. VLSI System Design) Email: siddhi4073@yahoo.com  
M: 9491081701  
DILEEP M (AM226708L) BTECH MTECH HNO 3-184 WARD NO 10 NEAR BONDADA PANTAKALUVA TAKKARAM KALLA MONDAL WEST GODAVARI 534206 Email: dileepcevip@gmail.com  
M: 8350088855  
DURGA PRASAD S (AM224951L) BTECH D NO 79-12-15 TULASI BUILDINGS TILAK ROAD RAJAHMUNDI 533103 (Sp. ECE) Email: durgapravas419@gmail.com  
M: 9696325488  
GANAGHADAR P S (AM500135L) BTECH MTECH D NO 3-791 YERRARAVAM YELESWARAM MANDAL EAST GODAVARI 533435 (Sp. Embedded Systems)
MANKAPUR CENTRE(UTTAR PRADESH)

FELLOWS

ARUN KUMAR DR (F148826L) BE ME PHD PROF & HEAD DEPT OF E C E M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010

DAS RAM DARAS (F215838L) BE G-3-57 RAJ VIHAR-I PO CHARGAOWN GORAKHPUR 273409 (S/S Railway Signalling & Telecommunication System) Email: rdindia@gmail.com M-9799499970 DIKHIT D S LT COL (RETD) PROF (F166412L) BE MSC/ENG (INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & MANAGEMENT) LT COL [C-169-A] GORAKHPUR 273207 DWIVEDI ANAND KUMAR (F215717L) BTech MTECH ELECTRICAL ENGG DEPT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 M-9335159838 GHOSH PRAKASH CHANDRA (F235663L) BTech MTECH D-34 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108

Gupta Alok Kumar (F229903L) BSc-DC IIIT TOWNShip MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 (S/S Electronics & Telecommunication) Email: akg_mkp@yahoo.co.in M-9450172959

Jaswal Umesh Chandra (F215515L) BE BTech DEPT OF CSE MADAN MOHAN MALAVYA ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 Email: wcs.jawal@yahoo.com M-9451347617 Jha Arun (F26646L) BSc ENGG D-15 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: arunah01@tinkoff@gmail.com M-9450058092 Mittal Sanjay Kumar (F125912L) M Tech GM TD BSNL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE CIVIL LINES FAIZABAD 224001

Mondal Ashim Kumar (F085529L) BTech MTECH SD-3 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 (S/S Electronics & Telecommunication) M-9830050001

Pandey Pradeep (F235949L) BE ME UNIT HEAD & ADDL GM ITI HOUSE IIIT TOWNShip MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: ppandeyp_mkp@yahoo.co.in M-9830059001

Pandey Ashok Kumar Dr (F212099L) BE MTECH PHD ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ELECTRICAL ENGG DEPT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Electrical Engg Power Electronics Electronics Electrical Machines & Drives) Email: ajpl2134@gmail.com M-9935451768

Prabhat Kumar (F123924L) BE D-43 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TOWNSHIP MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 (S/S Electronics Manufacturing & Purchase) Email: prabhatm@gmail.com M-9866735040

Prasad Ram Krishina (F128011L) BTech MTECH DEPT OF ECE M M M ENGINEERING COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273016 Email: kp.sagarpur@yahoo.co.in M-9450149302

Rai Brahma Shankar Prof (F126808L) BTech MTECH PHD DEPT OF ECE MADAN MOHAN MALAVYA ENGINEERING COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Computer Hardware) Email: bsz_54@yahoo.co.in M-9415366621

Rakesh Kumar (F212106L) BE ME ASST PROFESSOR DEPT OF COMPUTER SC & ENGG M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Computer Engg) Email: rkmnmc@rediffmail.com M-9412963109

Raj Kumar (F235950L) BE TECH D-34 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: vkgupta_mkp@itiltd.co.in M-9450173823

Raksha Awadhish Kumar Dr (F212110L) BE MTECH PHD ASST PROF & HEAD DEPT OF CSE M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/D Distributed Database Systems) Email: akscse@rediffmail.com M-9839999306

Shikha Hanuman Prasad (F78909L) BTech MTECH D-110 DIVYA NAGAR PO KHORABAR GORAKHPUR 273009 (S/S Electronics & Instrumentation) Email: hshukla123@gmail.com M-9935451768 Shikha Taarak Nath (F212334L) BTECH PGDM G M T D BSNL CTO Building SHASTRI CHOWK TOWNSHALL GORAKHPUR 273001 Email: tmshukla@bsnl.co.in

Singh C V K (F054595L) BE MTECH/PHD MSc/ENG MSc/ME DIRECTOR CEDT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Electronics & Telecommunication) M-9839345510

Singh Sanjaya Kumar (F170099L) BSc/ENG MME ACC SOCIETY GORAKHPUR COLLEGE M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Power Electronics Instrumentation) Email: sakj15965@yahoo.co.in M-9455671622

Som Surbhi (F230077L) BE D-5 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: somsobha76@yahoo.co.in M-9450518369

Srivastava Pradeep Kumar (F082133L) BTech BTECH D-30 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TOWNShip MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: pks_mkp@yahoo.com Srivastava Sridhar (F292808L) AMITEE D-13 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TOWNSHIP MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: ss_srivastava@yahoo.com M-9456836821 Srivastava Sudhir Kumar Dr (F212098L) BE MTECH PHD ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ELECTRICAL ENGG DEPT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Electronics Machines Power Systems Power Electronics) Email: sudha_kar@yahoo.co.in M-9451246194 Sunil Kumar (F238001L) BTech SD-6 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TOWNSHIP MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: skitimkp@gmail.com M-9451192730 Tiwari Amar Nath Dr (F212102L) BTECH MTECH PHD ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DEPT OF E M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Power Electronics & Drives) Email: amaradee@rediffmail.com M-9451251400 Tiwari Janardhan (F082123L) MTECH BTech D-55 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 (S/S Electronics & Telecommunication) Email: jiwari_mkp@itiltd.co.in M-9450644098

Tripathi Chandra Bhawan Prof (F212118L) BE MTECH PHD & HEAD ELECTRONICS & COMM DEPT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Digital Communication & Adaptive Signal Processing) Email: mcbtec@mncnet.net M-9836414094 Tripathi Ghan Shyam (F183675L) BTech MTECH DEPT OF ECE M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 Email: gshipathi@yahoo.com Udai Shanker Dr (F212207L) BE ME ASST PROF DEPT OF CSE M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 (S/S Database Systems) Email: udaijk@gmail.com M-9452095415 Upadhyay Krishna Gopal Dr (F182383L) BE MTECH PHD ELECTRICAL ENGG DEPT M M M ENGG COLLEGE GORAKHPUR 273010 Email: cug_kapudhyay@rediffmail.com M-9450172943

VERMA CHANDRA BHUSHAN (F082082L) BE D-33 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TOWN SHIP MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: cug_kapudhyay@rediffmail.com

VERMA Shrikeshan (F230217L) BE D-44 SANCHAR VIHAR COLONY ITI LTD MANKAPUR GONDA 273109 Email: skverma_mkp@itiltd.co.in M-9450174677

Yadav S C (F085535L) BE MTECH PGDM D-14 ITI TOWNShip SANCHAR VIHAR MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 (S/S Micro Electronics Telecommunication Information Management) Email: subhashyadav@gmail.com M-9450172943

MEMBERS

AGARWAL S K (M082162L) C-0123 SANCHAR VIHAR I T I TOWNSHIP MANKAPUR GONDA 273108

AJAY KUMAR (M216328L) BE CAC/178240 D NAHAR ROAD DAUPUR GORAKHPUR 273001 (S/S Electronics/Switching) Email: ajayyds@gmail.com M-9445055007

AJAY SHANKAR (M085194L) BE M-125 SANCHAR VIHAR ITI TIS MANKAPUR GONDA 273108 Email: ajay_iti@yahoo.com
Sub Centre - GOA

FELLOWS

BANSAL S C (F104013L) BE MBA C ENG(IE) CHAMUNDA RESIDENCY FLAT NO A-12, METRA BAZAR, CARANZALEM TELIWA PANJIM 403002 Email: satishbansal2002@rediffmail.com M-9252990201

BHAGWAT D R DT COL(REDT) (F002440L) CRYSTAL BEST BEACH BEHIND BEACH, MIRAMAR PANJIM GOA 403001

BHATIKAR S P (F084038L) AMRUT NAGAR GOGALL FATORDA MARGAO 403103 Email: dheen@rediffmail.com M-9437543025

CHAUHAN K S BRIG (F024271L) AMIETE MS C/Chairman IETE Sub Centre GOA C/O COMMANDANT 2 SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE PANJIM 403001 Email: k.chauhan1018@gmail.com M-9952550213

DESA ELGAR STEPHEN (F103152L) BE MTECH (CS) SUBCENTRE (IPTO) INS PILOT COMMISSIONER 4TH FLR B/227806L BTECH ME C/O COMMANDING OFFICER 3 TECH TRG REGT (2STC) BAMBOLIM CAMP GOA 403201 (Spl: Electronics & Communication) Email: vivek tomar@gmail.com M-9838731995

LADHA VIVEK (F141736L) BSC MSC PHD (Spl: Electronics) L-28 VERN INDIA ESTATE N NO 17 SALCATE GOA 403722 Email: vivek3rdt@gmail.co.in M-9354354993

LOHANI RAJESH BASANT DR (F104062L) BE MPhil PHD PROFESSOR & HEAD DEPT OF EXTC VIDYA NAGAR VIDYA Vihar(E) MUMBAI 400077 Email: rblohani@rediffmail.com M-9437543025

MATHUR PRASANT CDR (F200136L) BSC MSc PHD C/O COMMANDING OFFICER INS CADYANTNAVAL BASE VASCO DA GAMA GOA 403002 Email: tiny_prasant@hotmail.com M-9525571995

PAI RADHAKRISHNA K DR (F112448L) BE MTECH PHD D-1 RAY VILHAV COLONY NEAR PANKAJ HOUSE MARGAO ROAD DHAVALIMAL PONDA GOA 403401 Email: shweta_virani@yahoo.com M-9963099932

PRASAD RAJ KISHORE DR (F165580L) MSC(ENGG) ME PHD PRASAD RAJ KISHORE DR (F165580L) MSC(ENGG) ME PHD C/O COMMANDANT 2 SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE PANJIM 403001 Email: shweta_virani@yahoo.com M-9333263105

RUDRAJIT S N D (F158024L) BE INS MADRAS CADYANTNAVAL BASE VASCO DA GAMA GOA 403002 Email: tiny_prasant@hotmail.com M-9525571995

SAKMIRI NOSHAD (F147180L) BE MPhil PHD PROFESSOR & HEAD DEPT OF EXTC VIDYA NAGAR VIDYA Vihar(E) MUMBAI 400077 Email: rblohani@rediffmail.com M-9437543025

TASDES HANKIT KAMLE (F104013L) BE MSc PHD (Spl: Electronics & Telecommunication) L-28 VERN INDIA ESTATE N NO 17 SALCATE GOA 403722 Email: vivek3rdt@gmail.co.in M-9354354993

THAKUR MUKHLESH N (F104062L) BE MSc PHD Professsor & Head DEPT OF EXTC VIDYA NAGAR VIDYA Vihar(E) MUMBAI 400077 Email: rblohani@rediffmail.com M-9437543025

VIRANI H G (F124488L) BSc MSC PHD C/O COMMANDANT 2 SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE PANJIM 403001 Email: vivek3rdt@gmail.co.in M-9354354993

WAGHE MURLI R (F104062L) BE MPhil PHD INS MADRAS CADYANTNAVAL BASE VASCO DA GAMA GOA 403002 Email: tiny_prasant@hotmail.com M-9525571995

WAGHIKAR ANWAR (F165580L) BE MSc PHD C/O COMMANDANT 2 SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE PANJIM 403001 Email: vivek3rdt@gmail.co.in M-9354354993

YADAV GOURANGA N (F104062L) BE MSc PHD C/O COMMANDANT 2 SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE PANJIM 403001 Email: vivek3rdt@gmail.co.in M-9354354993
NAVIMUMBAICENTRE(MAHARASHTRA)

FELLOWS

ANANTHAMANAN S (F180316L) BE K-202 RAIL VIHAR SECTOR-4 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 400208

BALASUBRAMANIAN K (F169413L) AMIETE SAIKRUPTA E1/49 ARTIST VILLAGE SECTOR-8 CBD BELAPUR NAVI MUMBAI 410104

BHATT A A (F120505L) BEL MTECH COMM: KONKAN RAILWAY CORP LTD CORP-HEAD BELAPUR BAYWAN SECTOR-11 CBD BELAPUR NAVI MUMBAI 410104

CHATTERJEE UTPAL KUMAR (F169413L) BE II-3 PANCHAVATI SECTOR-9 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400705

DHANANJAY MOURI SINGH DR (F174760L) BESCENG 301 SAI ANANT CHS PVT LTD SECTOR 12 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 410210

DUTTA S MAJ GEN VSM RETD (F08353L) AMITEE MIE ME MEEIEEE ME PME

MAIDHA AMIFT L-102 DARA ENCLOSE PLOT-6 SECTOR-9 NERUL (AHON COLONY) NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: paditra@gmail.com M-9322664111

GAUTAM VISHNU DATT (F120505L) BE D-37 RAILWAYMENS SOCIETY SECTOR-2 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 Email: vishnuhundo@yahoo.co.in M-9946314023

GOVIL K K PROG (F08551L) DEPT OF ELECTRONICS ENGG TERRA ENGG COLLEGE SECTOR-12 PHASE II NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: hovlig@gmail.com M-9651520903

HORA BHABHANJ SINGH (F110661L) BEL MBI 6 VIHAR SECTOR-6 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703

JAIYAR C CMIRK (F20581L) MSC COMM & ELECTRO COURS F-502 (DAISY) JAYAN JAYAN JAYAN DE VANCE ENCLOSE PLOT-1 KHARGHAR SECTOR-9 NAVI MUMBAI 401206 (Spl: Communications) Email: raj_jaiya@yahoo.co.in M-9307193212

KANTIK HEERA VINAY (F192265L) BTECH 401 JANI APARTMENTS PLOT 61 SECTOR 17 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 Email: heerakantik@gmail.com M-9651520903

KURTAR HARSH KUMAR (F116425L) BTECH JN 4 BUILD 5 FLAT 10 SECTOR-9 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 Email: mehtankekar@gmail.com M-9232757411

KRIPALANI SUNIL GANGANADA MAJ (F147161L) SEC & AOF OF INST OF ENGG B-501 ORANGE HERITAGE PLOT-15&417 SECTOR-7 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 402110 Email: krupalans@gmail.com M-9925999327

MAHAPATRA N COMMODORE (F150432L) BESCNG 901 LILY JAYAN JAYAN JAYAN JAYAN DE VANCE ENCLOSE SECTOR-20 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: madhavpatra@hotmail.com M-9890889377

MANNDE SUDHAKAR S DR (F15563L) BTECH B-403 SAGAR VIHAR CHS SECTOR-19 AROLIK NAVI MUMBAI 400708 Email: sumande@yahoo.com M-9651520903

MISHRA VIRENDRA KUMAR T COL (F259596L) BTECH F-2C-3 SECTOR-15 NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 (Spl: Modeling & Simulation Info system Management) Email: vlinikesh@gmail.com M-9437637403

MORAIYAN BINDU ANVANAVALE S (F146650L) BTECH B-2 CIDH COOP HSG SOC PLOT NO.25 SECTOR 16A VASHEE NAVI MUMBAI 400703

NAVARANKHEDKAR S K DR (F22323L) BTECH PHD 51/1562 SEAWOOD ESTATES SECTOR-54/56/58 NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: sknagiya@gmail.com M-9891411635

PARADAR K N GP CAPT (F097825L) BEL MTECH C-1011 TOWER-V BSEA BREEZE CHS SECTOR-7 OPPOSITE BEACH ROAD NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: kap_nana2005@yahoo.co.in M-9407214831

PARVEEN KUMAR LT COL (F275677L) BTECH A-201 PLOT-109 SECTOR-27 MILLION CHS NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 (Spl: Telecommunication Engineering) Email: sspkd2003@yahoo.co.in M-9432249458

PATIL SANJAY A (F15587L) MTECH A C PATIL COLLEGE OF ENGG PLOT NO.17 SECTOR-04 OPP KHARGHAR RLY STN KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 410210 Email: spatil_app@yahoo.com M-9891531367

PRAVEEN VIJAY KUMAR N (F132342L) BE SHOHUNF PLOT NO.B-29 SECTOR-7 KHANDA COLONY NEW PANEL(W) NAVI MUMBAI 401208 Email: npawar@rediffmail.com M-9436975268

PRABHAKARA RAO D R (F150595L) BTECH MTECH C-27-16 ONCO COLONY ONCO COMPLEX PLOT-411202

PURIJ R B (F066535L) NL-2/15 SECTOR II ARUNODAYA NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706

RAMANI S (F038777L) BE FLAT # 101 1ST FLOOR INFINITY PLOT # 196 SEAWOODS STATION RD SECTOR-36 NERUL WEST NAVI MUMBAI 400706 (Spl: Microwave Systems, Digital Transmission Network Planning) Email: ramanis211@yahoo.co.in M-9946314023

RATHI BANAN UTTAMRAO (F223234L) BE FLAT NO A-501 KRISHNA COMPLEX PLOT NO 7 PALM BEACH ROAD SECTOR-15 SANJAPADA (E) NAVI MUMBAI 400705 Email: bariathe@yahoo.com M-9699776248

SAKSE VIJAY LAXMAN (F126929L) MSC MTECH RAGHUNATH VIHAR C-95 SECTOR 14 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 410210 (Spl: Mobile Communication Optical Fiber System Micro-Electronics) Email: valkaxe@yahoo.com M-9237153141

SATISH CHANDRA CDR IN (F038199L) BESCENG) 101 ORCHID JAL JAYAN DE VANCE ENCLOSE SECTOR-20 KHARGHAR NAVI MUMBAI 400607

SAWANT RAJENDRA R DR (F23796L) BTECH PHD B-502 SHUBHAM HOUSING SOCIETY SECTOR-2 4D AROLIK NAVI MUMBAI 400708 Email: rs10902@gmail.com M-9920314702

SHAI MILLIND SR (F138517L) BTECH MTECH 404 STAFF A QTGS AGNIEC TECH EDUCATION COMPLEX SEC-9A VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 (Spl: Electronics & Communications Engg) Email: millind500@yahoo.co.in M-9969199792

SHARMA DEVA NAND (F155711L) BTECH A C PATIL COLLEGE OF ENGG MEE IEEE SEC-9A VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 Email: sharmananda789@gmail.com

SHETH SATISH KRISHNA (F215712L) AMIETE 223-B VIKASINI CHS LTD CBD BELAPUR SECTOR-8 NAVI MUMBAI 400614 Email: shethb@hotmail.com

SINHA M K (F050925L) BESCENG MTECH PHD SIMEE SMCN LMNSTF LMAFEN AROW HOUSE V-8 SECTOR-6 VASHI NAVI MUMBAI 400703 (Spl: Electronics Instrumentation/Education) Email: drsinha@gmail.com M-9983383481

SUBBA RAO K V (F124005L) BE FLAT NO 1 PLOT NO 169 SECTOR-17 NERUL NAVI MUMBAI 400706 Email: subbaarao924@gmail.com M-9924275560

Processing)}
NOIDA CENTRE (UTTAR PRADESH)

FELLOWS

ADAIKHA A K BRIG (F102895L) HOUSE NO-39 SECTOR-39 BLOCK-C NOIDA 201303 (Splt Electronics Engineer Mechanical Engineering Management Export) Email: arik.rice@yahoo.com M-9810039364

AGARWAL H C PROF (F069019L) ME PHD H-4 SECTOR 22 NOIDA 201301

AGARWALA S S DR (F028519L) MSC DIC PHD MIEE MIVS 25 RAMBAGH ROAD NOIDA MANDI MUSAFAVNAGAR 251001 (Splt. Microwave Tubes/ Microwave Techniques) Email: ssagarwala@yahoo.com M-9412152978

AGGARWAL ASHOK KUMAR (F141720L) BCSENGG C/O ZEE TELEFILMS PLOT 19 SECTOR 16A NOIDA 201301

AGGARWAL B K (F108865L) BE FLAT NO 612 MILANO-II PLOT NO 1/4 MAHAGUN MANZION VAIBHAV KHAND INDIRAPURAM GHAZIABAD 201014 Email: bk22111@gmail.com M-9890998287

AGGARWAL S N COL (F140986L) BE MBA 1152 SECTOR 37 ARUN VIHAR NOIDA 201303

AGRAWAL C L (F108198L) MS 202 MAHAGUNVILLA 470 VAISHALI GHAZIABAD 201010

AHWALIA J S LT GEN (F004833L) MIE MIPE MDMA MBIE MIRE ENG A-51 SECTOR 39 NOIDA 201301

AHUJA S M (F034979L) BE PG DIP PRO MGT MCSI D-175-SECTOR-41 NOIDA 20313 ALI SYED NASEER (F17736L) BSC METCH 8 MILLENIUM VILLAGE ALPHON-1 GARDEN NOIDA 20106 Email: naseers4@yahoo.com

ANAND AMRILAL L (F141725L) SODA H NO-164 SECTOR 29 NOIDA 20310 ANAND BHUSHAN BHARAT (F23553L) BE MBA 101 TOWER FERRARA MAHAGUN MANZION PH-1 INDIRAPURAM GHAZIABAD 201010 (Splt. Electronics & Telecom) Email: bh.anand_74@yahoo.com M-9328040242

ANAND SHARAT CHANDER BRIG (F111049L) ME PHD VIHAR NOIDA 201303

ANDHARE A K (F009025L) BE B-73 1ST FLOOR SECTOR-30 NOIDA 201301

ANI KUMAR COL (Red) (F217690L) BE H-103 AWAH COMPLEX CHI-1 SECTOR GREATER NOIDA 201101 (Splt. Engg CP System Computer Engg SP Radar & Control Systems) Email: anikumar@yahoo.com M-9968295252

ANJULA J PRAKASH (F062290L) BE NO-43 SECTOR-37 ARUN VIHAR NOIDA 20303 ARORA ARUN KUMAR (F218826L) BE MA-179 (F-BLOCK) LALPAT NAGAR SAHIBNAGAR GHAZIABAD 201005 Email: akumar109@yahoo.com M-9961816300

ARORA CHANDRA KANT (F220604L) MSC METCH MBA H-9 SECTOR-22 NOIDA 201301 (Splt. Information Technology) Email: karaor2@yahoo.com M-9510608850

ARORA HANS RAJ (F158595L) AMETE C ENG (E) HOUSE NO 9 BLK NO 17-4 SHIVALIK SECTOR 61 NOIDA 201301 Email: vinkait112@gmail.com M-9618229962

ARORA SUBHASH CHANDER (F180950L) BSC AMETE A-174 SECTOR-19 NOIDA 201301

ARYA R (F224851L) AMETE ME EH-903 ELDECO UTOPIA SECTOR-93 EXPRESS WAY NOIDA 201301 (Splt. Telecom and Networking Projects Planning Designing Execution) Email: rpyaay@yahoo.com M-9378343388

ARYA SURENDRRA SINGH COL (F116297L) BTechPHD METAMOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LTD E9-12 SECTOR-33 NOIDA 201301

ARYA VINOD BHUSHAN COL (F120492L) SODE SODA 56 SECTOR 37 NOIDA 201303

ARYAN SHAIK L (F031973L) AMETE ME KHALAPUR RAIGARH 415722 Email: sharatanand59@gmail.com M-9412152978

BAJAJ H K MAJ GEN (F146578L) Email: hk@bajaj.org M-9968467723

BALBIR SINGH WG CDR (F066790L) BE J-33/B BHAGWATI APPTS 164 SECTOR 29 NOIDA 20303 Email: bhvui29@yahoo.com M-9372125880

BANATI AASHISH (F116091L) MSC (L) SECTOR 9 VASUNDHARA GHAZIABAD 201012 Email: abansal1@amity.edu M-9968295252

BANERJEE BISWARUP (F120488L) Email: extn@amity.edu M-9810600460

BAJAJ H K MAJ GEN (F146578L) HOUSE NO 9 BLOCK NO 17-4 NOIDA 201303 Email: sat.aaul@gmail.com M-9961812975

BARVE P C WG CDR (F116025L) SECTOR 9A VASUNDHARA GHAZIABAD 201012 Email: drneetaa@gmail.com M-9968295252

BAUL S P MAJ GEN (F119763L) ME I INDIRAPURAM GHAZIABAD 201010 (Splt. Electronics & Telecom) Email: s basil@gmail.com M-9618229962

BAWATE SUMAN PRASHANT (A171370L) BSC G-701 SPENDER SECTOR-20 KHARAGHI NAVI MUMBAI 401201 (Splt. Quality Environment Health Safety and Information Security) Email: pratrashtu@gmail.com M-9790666132

BENGALI LAL CHANDER COL (F145706L) MAHAGUN MAGNUS APARTMENT A-33/B ROHINI PRATAPNAGAR CHS NO-2577 DADDY BUNGALOW NEAR MAYUR VIHAR NOIDA 410206 Email: vakul2008@gmail.com M-9379433888

BISHNOI RAMESH (F120492L) SODE SODA 310 SECTOR 4 SAHIBABAD 201005 Email: rd.wan@29.india.co.in M-9379433888

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N COL (F142538L) BSC PHD J-118 SECTOR-11 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BOOPAT S INDIANARA (F116025L) BSC G-701 SPENDER SECTOR-20 KHARAGHI NAVI MUMBAI 401201 (Splt. Quality Environment Health Safety and Information Security) Email: pratrashtu@gmail.com M-9790666132

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N COL (F142538L) BSC PHD J-118 SECTOR-11 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303

BODROGA S N (F142538L) BSC METCH M-179 SECTOR-5 NOIDA 201303
Email: joseanandme@yahoo.co.in
M-9894280100
KARIKATH V M (M038906L)
KARIKATH HOUSE TC NO 6/2389(1) 16 VIJAYA
GARDENS VATTIYURKAVU PO THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695013
(Spl: Fecilities
Management)
Email: vijayankarikath@gmail.com
M-9388723478
KRISHNA IYER G H (M019513L) BSC(ENGG) MIE EXECUTIVE ENGR KSEB GANESH
BLDG KIZHAKKEKARA KOTTARAKARA TRIVANDRUM 691506
Email: ghkrishnaiyer@yahoo.com
M-9447064190
KRISHNA MOORTHY N (M142466L)
AMIETE MS
TC 40/596 SREE VARAHAM
STREET MANACAUD PO THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695009 (Spl: Computer Science &
Engineering)
Email: nkmoorthytvm@yahoo.com
M-9497272825
LAL J MURALEEMOHAN (M116220L)
XIV-651 OBSERVATORY LANE
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695033
Email: j.m.lal@ieee.org
M-9400745359
MADHAN KUMAR K (M237118L)
BE ME
H NO 8/47-A SHARMUGA NAGAR
THIRUPATHI SARAM NAGERCOIL 629901
Email: madhanpetec@gmail.com
M-4652272777
MATHAI M P (M129487L)
BSC(ENGG)
KOORA 162 MANIMALAYIL (H)
KOOTTAMVILA ROAD VATTYOORKAVU PO TRIVANDRUM 695013
Email: mathaiphilip@yahoo.co.in
M-9495058621
MATHEWS SHEEJA (M500121L)
BTECH MTECH
MRA-11 MANNADI LANE
AMBALAMUKKU PERURKADA PO TRIVENDRUM 695005 (Spl: Micro Electronics & VLSI
Design)
Email: sheeja_mathews@vssc.gov.in
M-9496153009
MURALEEDHARAN P G (M028904L) CHIEF EXECUTIVE KELVISION ELECTRONICS
TC 9/99 SUVASA S S K LANE TRIVANDRUM 695041
NAIR BIJU M (M158587L)
MCA
"SIVA GANGA" TRA B20 TRIPPADAPURAM
KULATHOOR-PO TRIVANDRUM 695583
NAIR ANITA (M237758L)
BE MS
9C HEERA TOWERS HEERA VASTU HILLS
ALATHARA ROAD SREEKARYAM PO TRIVANDRUM 695017 (Spl: Computer Scinence)
Email: marchnair@yahoo.com
M-9747412840
NANDAKUMAR U (M202242L)
BTECH
FCSD/AVN VSSC ISRO PO VELI
TRIVANDRUM 695022
Email: u_nandakumar@vssc.gov.in
PACKIA DHAS Y R (M237117L)
BE ME
12/55 MANNARAVILAI VEEDU
TRITUAPURAM KUZHITURAI KANYAKUMARI 629163
Email: packia_dhas@yahoo.co.in
M-9600665866
PILLAI A S (M002644L)
SUPDTG ENGINEER(RETD) "RISHIKESH" TC NO VII/747
MARUTHAMKUZHI KANHIRAMPARA-PO THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695030
PILLAI B M (M101919L) BSC(ENGG) 'MANJARI' TC-27/1288 2 RISHIMANGALAM
VANCHIYOOR PO TRIVANDRUM 695035
PILLAI P T (M091232L) MA MBA CENng(UK) MIET(UK) KRISHNANJANA MYTHRI
GARDENS PO MEDICAL COLLEGE TRIVANDRUM 695011
PRADEEP R (M128264L)
BTECH PGDIP MTECH MBA
ASST PROF DEPT OF
ELECTRONICS&COMM ENGG COLLEGE OF ENGG THIRUVANTHAPURAM 695016
Email: pradeeprunnithan@gmail.com
M-9447426466
PRAVEEN KUMAR B (M169106L) BE VALIYAVEEDU KONNAMANKARA ADOOR-PO
PATHANAMTHITTA 691523 (Spl: Breshless A/H Signals Quality Control Electronics Rotating
Machineries)
Email: ametadoor@yahoo.co.in
M-9847401333
RAGHAVAN ERSHIKUMAR (M018310L) BSC(ENGG) GRACE MUNDAYIL VARKALA
TRIVANDRUM 695141 (Spl: Controls Automation & Electrical)
Email: rershikumar@yahoo.com
M-9895626980
RAGHURAM P R (M234356L)
BE ME
GSF/TERLS CONTROL CENTRE VIKRAM
SARABHAI SPACE CENTRE THUMBA ISRO-PO TRIVANDRUM 695022 (Spl: Radar RF and
Microwaves)
Email: anandrag77@yahoo.co.in
M-9446810594
RAJEEV A M (M231971L)
BE
SNRWA-46 SUBHASH NAGAR BHAGAWATH
PERUNTHANNI VALLAKKADAVU THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695008
Email: rajeevgairam@yahoo.com
M-9895711260
RAVEENDRAN C D (M034249L)
AMIETE
TC-42/392(8) THAVALODU LANE
SREEVARAHAM VALLAKADAVU PO THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695008
Email: cdravi50@gmail.com
M-9447120221
REBA P (M237837L) BE ME CHANDRA BAHVAN SUNAPARAVILAI MOOLACHEL
THUCKALAY (PO) KANYAKUMARI 629175 (Spl: Wireless Signal Processing)
Email: rebasatheesh@gmail.com
M-9952297942
REJITHA R (M237620L)
BTECH MTECH
SREEVALSAM TC-6/1909(2) SRA-109B
ELIPPODU VATTIYOORKAVU-PO TRIVANDRUM 695013
(Spl: Electronics &
Communication Microwave & Radar Tech)
Email: rejitha07@gmail.com
M-9847914368
SAM EMMANUEL W R (M227366L)
BSC MCA MPHIL
11/113 CHURCH ROAD
KUZHITHURAI KANYAKUMARI 629163 (Spl: Cryptography Data Security Image Encryption)
Email: sam_emmanuel@yahoo.com
M-9443845223
SANTOSH S R (M116088L) MTECH USHAS KADAVOOR PERINAD PO KOLLAM
691601
SATHEESH K (M158586L) MCA T C 41/2508(1) KRISHNAKRIPA MANACADU P O
TRIVANDRUM 695009
SHAHUL HAMEED T A DR (M237418L) BTECH MTECH THANKAYATHIL T K M
COLLEGE KOLLAM 691005 (Spl: Electronics & Communication)

Email: talk2shahu@gmail.com
M-9495160306
SHAJU U (M174397L)
BTECH
VAIJAYANTH TC 11/1665 CHARACHIRA ROAD
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695017
Email: shajuu@rediffmail.com
SHAMMI R (M133096L)
BTECH
C/O SMT V C SOSAMMA SREEVAS PINAKAL
THATTAMALA PO KOLLAM 691020
SHATHEESH SAM I (M222241L) MSC ME PHD
30-74 CONVENT VIEW NORTH
STREET MARTHANDAM KANYAKUMARI 629165
Email: shatheeshsam@yahoo.com
M-9443682257
SOMA SUNDARA S R (M102849L)
BTECH
RAM NIVAS ARATTU ROAD
OZHUGINASERY NAGERCOIL KANYAKUMARI 629001
SREEJA MOLE S S DR (M233983L) BE ME PH D PROFESSOR DEPARTMENT OF ECE
ENGG & TECH MANIVILALI KANYAKUMARI 629170 (Spl: Digital Image Processing Neural
Networks)
Email: sreebommy@gmail.com
M-9497702142
SRINIVASAN E M (M123953L) BE VALLI MURUGAN SUBRAMANIAN NEW STREET
NEYYOOR POST KANYAKUMARI 629802
SUBBARAMAN V (M002526L) EXECUTIVE ENGINEER(RTD) 24/1933 SREEPRABHA
VN-32 VIDYA NAGAR THYCAUD THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695014
SUHARA K M (M149784L) BTECH ABSU MANZIL PAPPAD LANE VIKAS NAGAR
HOUSE NO 21 PO-NETTAYAM TRIVANDRUM 695013
(Spl: Electronics &
Telecommunication)
Email: suhara.rahman@yahoo.com
M-9446077068
SURESH BABU K (M231958L)
EXECUTIVE MASTER DEGREE BTECH
GRASHMAMNAN 3-6-38/15 CHAITHANYA GARDEN MUTTADA-PO TRIVANDRUM
695025 (Spl: Radio Frequency Design Microwave Design Management)
Email: babukster@gmail.com
M-9388171234
SURESH S (M232576L) MSC SOORYAKANTHI KANDIYOOR THATTARAMBALAM-PO
KOLLAM 689103 (Spl: Electronics Robotics Artificial Intelligence)
Email: sureshsureshnivas@gmail.com
M-9447981459
THOMAS BABU LUKOSE (M129499L) BSC(ENGG) ASST STATION ENGINEER CBS
ALL INDIA RADIO VAZHUTHACAD THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695001
VARGHESE RAJU (M116317L) AMIE(I) CPN-32 MUTTADA PO TRIVANDRUM 695004
Email: varj34@hotmail.com
M-9446957131
VARGHESE THOMAS (M176014L) BSC(ENGG) MTECH ENGINEER'SF' IED/AVN
VSSC ISRO PO TRIVANDRUM 695022
VENU R (M236082L) BE ME 6/1 PANCHAVADI ERANIELKONAM NEYYOOR PO
KANYAKUMARI 629802 (Spl: Optical Communication)
Email: vinur81@gmail.com
M-9633440988
VIJAYAN K K (M017923L#)
AMIETE
A-6 SHIVAJI NAGAR APPTS E STREET
JAWAHAR NAGAR TRIVANDRUM 695003
ZIAUDDIN NAJEEM (M218842L) BTECH MS CHEMPAKASSERIL PARUMALA-PO
THIRUVALLA PATHANAMTHITTA 689626 (Spl: Computer Science and Engineering)
Email: najeemz@gmail.com
M-9895117860

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
A SHIFILUDEEN (AM126015L)
AMIETE
SHIFIL MANZIL PEZHUMMOODU
VALAVUPACHA PO KOLLAM 691559
Email: shifiludeen@india.com
M-9447471530
ABDUL AZEEZ A (AM133188L) AMIETE A R MANZIL MARKET ROAD VALICODE
NEDUNAYAD TRIVANDRUM 695541
ADARSH S (AM199464L)
BTECH ME
KOLLAMVILAKATHU VEEDU
KEEZHAMMAKAM CHENKAL PO THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695132
Email: adarshsasidharan@rediffmail.com
ADLINE JANCY Y (AM221212L) ME BE C P THERIVILAI SOUTH THAMARAIKULAMPO KANYAKUMARI 629708 (Spl: Communication Systems Optical Communication)
Email: adlinjancy@yahoo.com
M-9940543972
AJIN R (AM234713L)
BE ME
NO 12-80 MAMOOTU VILAI VIRICODE POST
KANYAKUMARI 629165
Email: ajinram25586@gmail.com
M-9444736433
AJU SAIGAL (AM152610L) AMIETE NALINI MANDIRAM POZHIKKARA PARAVURPO KOLLAM 691301
ALLIN JOE D (AM234026L) BE 15/189 ANBU NAGAR MOOLACHEL THUCKALAYPOST KANYAKUMARI 629175
Email: allinjoebe@gmail.com
M-4651250481
AMBROSE ROBERT (AM091050L)
AMIETE
T C 43/709(1) VVLRA-20
KAMALESURAM MANACARED PO TRIVANDRUM 695009
Email: noel060202@yahoo.co.in
M-9447794600
ANESH T (AM145707L)
AMIETE
MEENA BHAVAN CHITTATTUMUKKU PO
KANIYAPURAM TRIVANDRUM 695588
Email: aneesh_das@ymail.com
M-9048950888
ANISHA PRAISLIN J (AM234288L)
BE ME
53 ARUL NAGAR NAGERCOIL
KANYAKUMARI 629001
Email: praislinanisha@gmail.com
M-9486344242
ANUSUYA R (AM235823L) BE ME 3/35 KEEZHA KRISHNAN M K PUTHOOR PO
RAMANPUTHOOR KANYAKUMARI 629601
Email: anushyla1991@gmail.com
ANVAR A (AM065037L) SA'DAB TC 7/1504(6) SRIDAVAN VALLEY VLLOOR MEDICAL
COLLEGE PO TRIVANDRUM 690011 (Spl: Television Broadcasting)
Email: anvar@engineer.com
M-9447840108
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Email: shafullu@gmail.com
M: 9866617941

SHOBAN BABU (M233574L) BTECH MTECH C/O S SWARNA LATHA ASSOCIATE PROF DEPT OF ECE SVCE UNIVERSITY TIRUPATI 517502 (Spt Image Processing)
Email: bhobabhanu@gmail.com
M: 9440083373

SHRINIVASULU REDDY (M192499L) BTECH MTECH PROF DEPT OF ECE IITIIMS MUKRAMBERTI PO CHITTOR 517501
Email: cnu_dya@gmail.com
M: 9348076900

SIVARAMAKRISHNA (M191998L) BT/EC/EE/MECH/EECE LECTURER IN ECE SECTION S V GOVT POLYTECHNIC TIRUPATI 517507
Email: malivisivaramakrishna@yahoo.co.in
M: 9684484616

SOMASEKHAR (P190605L) BT/EE/MECH (19-4-365) VENKATA REDDY COLONY STV NAGAR ROAD TIRUPATI TIRUPATI 517501
Email: pootum@gmail.com
M: 9866617941

SREEKANTH BABU C (M237283L) AMIE ITL 7013 ONE 1ST FLOOR EOB BUILDING SRINIVASA NAGAR KURNOL 518004 (Spt Electronics & Telecommunications Engg)
Email: sreekanthani@gmail.com
M: 9440792793

SREEVANISH MURTHY K E (M165263L) BTECH MTECH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ECE DEPT G PUBLIC REDDY ENG COLLEGE KURNOOL 518002

SREEVANISHAN B (M50130L) BT/EC/MECH S/O KOLLA PURI REDDY DONO 29-85 EKIRAMBATTU (VILL) NARAYANAVARAM (MD&DPO) CHITTOR 517581 (Spt Instrumentation & Control Systems)
Email: strin@2315@gmail.com
M: 9810237803

SUBRA RAO A (M109127L) G M TELECOM (RETD) 1ST FLOOR 6-8-1043 NGO COLONY K T ROAD TIRUPATI 517502
Email: aurika@hotmail.com
M: 9492020333

SUBRAMANYAM A (M158446L) BT/EC/MECH 4/264 NR RAILWAY STATION NANDALUR KADAPA 516150
Email: smartagreddir@gmail.com
M: 9958085367

SUNAR AKIF HUSSAIN (M198764L) BT/EC/MECH 3-142-2 1 BALAJI NAGAR VENKATARAMANA COLLEGE KURNOOL 518006
Email: arifhussainarifdir@gmail.com
M: 9958085367

SUNKARA SUMA LATHA (M203357L) BT/EC/MECH ASSIST PROF DEPT OF ECE SVCE UNIVERSITY TIRUPATI 517502 (Spt Image Processing)
Email: swarnasv@99@gmail.com
M: 9866618167

SUNAR AKIF HUSSAIN (M198764L) BT/EC/MECH 3-142-2 1 BALAJI NAGAR VENKATARAMANA COLLEGE KURNOOL 518006
Email: arifhussainarifdir@gmail.com
M: 9958085367

RAJA VAARI STREET NR RAGI CHETTU CENTRE MULAPET NELLORE 524003
Email: ramanan_cnr@rediffmail.com
M: 9866617941

VAIDHYANATHAN A (M218459L) BE BT/EC/MECH SCENG-SD PCMC'S/T SRO SATISH DHAWAN SPACE CENTRE SRIRAKHOTA (PTO) NELLARE 524124 (Spt Communication Systems Radar Systems RF & Microwave)
Email: vaidhyanathana_a@yahoo.com
M: 9889958175

VALE BHASKAR C (M206895L) BT/EC/MECH ASSIST PROF DEPT OF ECE KUPPAM ENGINEERING COLLEGE KUPPAM CHITTOR 517525
Email: vallabhaskar@gmail.com
M: 9120324153

VALE KRISHNA NAIK B R DR (M237893L) BT/EC/MECH PHD C/O A HARI BABU DR NO 6-149 K T STREET CHOWDEPALLI (M&P) CHITTOR 517527
Email: vkrishnakai.b@rediffmail.com
M: 9866617941

VAMSI KRISHNA NAIK B R DR (M237893L) BT/EC/MECH PHD C/O A HARI BABU DR NO 6-149 K T STREET CHOWDEPALLI (M&P) CHITTOR 517527
Email: vkrishnakai.b@rediffmail.com
M: 9866617941

VEMPULU SANKARAIAH (M215814L) BT/EC/MECH D NO 3/55 BA المعربة NEIGHBORHOOD CHITTOR 517520
Email: sankaravempulu@gmail.com
M: 9866617941

VEMPUHARI PHANI BHUSAN (M101098L) D NO 11-33-990C BALAJI BASTI VENGALA RAO NAGAR KAVALI NELLARE 524201
Email: venkatraman_5@rediffmail.com
M: 9440175277

VEMPUHARI PHANI BHUSAN (M101098L) D NO 11-33-990C BALAJI BASTI VENGALA RAO NAGAR KAVALI NELLARE 524201
Email: venkatraman_5@rediffmail.com
M: 9440175277

VENKATKUMAR (D) M (M219496L) MSC SCIENTIST-D N A L R L DEPT OF SPACE & SPACE SAGARA GODAN PO BOX 123 TIRUPATI 517502
Email: venkat@gmail.com
M: 9958085367

VENKAT RAMANA N (M177244L) BT/EC/MECH C/O S SWARNA LATHA ASSOCIATE PROF DEPT OF ECE SVCE UNIVERSITY TIRUPATI 517502 (Spt Image Processing)
Email: bhobabhanu@gmail.com
M: 9440083373

VENKAT RAVI KANTH M (M198762L) BT/EC/MECH BTECH MTECH
Email: garladinne_ravi@yahoo.com
M: 9889958175

VENKAT RAVI KANTH M (M198762L) BT/EC/MECH BTECH MTECH
Email: garladinne_ravi@yahoo.com
M: 9889958175

VENKATERAMACHARI RAVIVARADHAN (M230804L) BT/EC/MECH H NO 14-6002 R V STREET R S PET KUPPAM POST CHITTOR 517425 (Spt Image Processing Signal Processing)
Email: vrekavaravaranakumaru@hotmail.com
M: 9440175277

VENKATERAMACHARI RAVIVARADHAN (M230804L) BT/EC/MECH H NO 14-6002 R V STREET R S PET KUPPAM POST CHITTOR 517425 (Spt Image Processing Signal Processing)
Email: vrekavaravaranakumaru@hotmail.com
M: 9440175277

VENKATERAMACHARI RAVIVARADHAN (M230804L) BT/EC/MECH H NO 14-6002 R V STREET R S PET KUPPAM POST CHITTOR 517425 (Spt Image Processing Signal Processing)
Email: vrekavaravaranakumaru@hotmail.com
M: 9440175277
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BALKRISHNA (M120485L) BE ME (L) MTECH
HAY KUMAR RAJESHBHAI (AM206448L)   AMIETE
AGAR B/H AVISKAR COMPLEX AKOTA VADODARA 390020   (Spl: Electronics & Communication)

MUKHAMA ARAP SHANTILAL (AM166676L#) AMIETE A-91 YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, OPP: NOVINO BATTERIES) NEW ERA SCHOOL ROAD MAKARPURA VADODARA 390010

MAUARY ALOK (AM214936L#) BE ME C-169 RAVIPARK BEHIND MOTINAGAR-2 TARSALI VADODARA 390009 (Spt: Digital Communication)

Email: alok30m@rediffmail.com

M-A097728969

MAYBALLI M V (AM236639L) BE ME C-169 RAVIPARK BEHIND MOTINAGAR-2 TARSALI VADODARA 390009 (Spt: Digital Communication)

Email: minairesh26@gmail.com

S-8233443617

PADDHAR MAHENDRASINH GANPATRI (AM209200L) AMIETE BHATHUR TEMPLE VADODARA OPP:VAIRAVIKUTHAM SOCIETY NEAR-VADODAR OVER BRIDGE VADODARA 390010

Email: padharpadhye84@gmail.com

S-9016319125

P ALI SWAROOP RANJAN (AM152256L#) AMIETE A11 SANJAY PARK SOCIETY MANJALPUR VADODARA 390011

Email: swapur2012@gmail.com

PANCAL R K (AM169913L) BE B/82 VRUNDAVAN PARK V I P ROAD KARELIBAUG VADODARA 390018

Email: prakhshandag@gmail.com

S-7567815670

PANDYA J N (AM143005L) CORPORATE R & D CENTRE A B B LTD MANDEL VADODARA 390013

Email: nishith.patel@in.abb.com

S-9264233082

PARDUSHI VIKAS SINGH K (AM191662L) AMIETE 12 CHAMUNDANAGAR B/H VISHALNAGAR TARSALI VADODARA 390009

Email: vikaspardeshi78@gmail.com

S-9907768655

PAREKH ANKIT KUMAR RAJENDRA BH (AM203759L) AMIETE ATAPOL-KAKWADI SONI STREET VADODARA 390385

Email: ajaypate100@gmail.com

S-9799757599

PARKHE MIRH SHWETANG (AM122934L#) AMIETE E-130 L G PARK-2 DARBAR CHOKED MANJALPUR VADODARA 390011

Email: nirdhiparkhe@gmail.com

S-9426343850

PARKMAR JIGARSHIN CHANDRAKrishna (AM203321L) AMIETE DAMANGANAGAR STAFF COLONY NO-2 BLOCK NO KH/5 OPP:MAHALAXMI TOWER TITHAL RD VADSAD 390001

Email: jigar_parkmar@gmail.com

S-9426767987

PARMAR KARTIKRI R (AM198085L) BE E/66 VANILLA SOCIETY NR PRAMUKHPRASAD SOCIETY MANJALPUR VADODARA 390011

Email: krtiky27z18@gmail.com

S-9662537539

PATEL AKSHAY KUMAR RAJESHBHAI (AM206448L#) AMIETE AT GOVM.IRRIGATION TIMALI FALIA (PO) WAGHALE VADODARA 390375

Email: akpate100@gmail.com

S-9799757599

PATEL MAYANKUMAR VINODBHAI (AM206248L#) AMIETE MOTA PARSIWAD B/H AGIYARI NAVROZ APARTMENT ROOM NO-92 VADODARA 390601

Email: ntk_milkandh@yahoo.co.in

S-9729522189

PATEL RAHIDAA HARSHIBHAI (AM222770L#) AMIETE 67 RAMESHWAR SOC NRG SHENWAR TEMPLE HABNI ROAD MANJALPUR VADODARA 390006

Email: rpadipatel84@gmail.com

S-9729472647

PATEL RUDHRAMKUMAR NAGENDRABHAI (AM224260L#) BE MS 622/A SAURBH PARK SOCIETY NEAR SAMATA PLATS SUBHANPURA BARODA 390023 (Spl: Communication)

Email: bhavinbms214@gmail.com

S-9662537539

PATEL JAGRUTiben JAYANTILAL (AM209202L#) AMIETE PATEL AGRO AGENCY DEVLJITI CHOKADA TA-NANDOD NARMADA 395131

Email: pateljaj79@yahoo.in

S-9907395771

PATEL NAHUMSHINATH (AM159903L#) BE ME E-24 SHREERVILLA B/H RAMDEV NAGAR NR DARSI CROSS ROAD MANJALPUR VADODARA 390011

Email: nishash.patel5102@gmail.com

S-9426340077

PATEL GULABRAHMAKHANDHIBHAI (AM191805L#) AMIETE ASHIRIHDHAR DEPLEX OPP SADHNA MANDIR ALVANAKA ROAD MANJALPUR VADODARA 390011

Email: palak.patel98@yahoo.com

S-9601954454

PATEL RAKESH M (AM188163L#) AMIETE IAECs MC HIGH SCHOOL COMPOUND NEW KOI THE RD SALATWA VADODARA 390010

Email: patel.rakesh59@gmail.com

S-9908925996

PATEL ROMILKUMAR V (AM191854L) AMIETE NEAR NARAYAN BHUVAN SIRER GANESH KRUPA KANODI VADODARA 391350

Email: rullpatel18@gmail.com

S-9990584183

PATEL RONAKKUMAR C (AM172256L#) AMIETE C6 MAHALAXMI SOCIETY VARASIY A RING ROAD MANALYA PARK SOC VADODARA 390006

Email: rcpe03@gmail.com

S-9122817191
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

ANAND SUNIL (AM134598L) AMIETE  CPL (ET) UAV TECH FLIGHT 34 WING AIR FORCE C/O 56 APO 560  Email: anand.sumil15@gmail.com M-9911359303

BERA DEBRA (AM108325L) 68431 N 2215 SQN AIR FORCE C/O 56 APO 560  Email: debra.ijl@rediffmail.com

BHANDARI DHIRAJ LT (AM199191L) BTECH  4 INF DIV SIG REGT C/O 56 APO 560  Email: dhiraj.ijl@rediffmail.com

CHITRA JOTHI P MISS (AM606082L) ENGINEERING ASSISTANT ALL INDIA RADIO INDIRA NAGAR PONDICHERRY 605006

DHEEPAK M (AM229938L) BE MTECH POST PONDICHERRY 60503 Email: dheep.infotel@gmail.com M-9780512105

GUPTA ASHOK KUMAR (AM133786L) AMIETE RDOTECH AF NET & IT SQN (SIGS SQN) 40 WING A F STN MAHARAJPUTRA C/O 56 APO Email: arakt.asb@yahoo.com M-9937318034

HATTALI PRAKASH H LT (AM189190L) BTECH 2 CORPS SIG REGT AREN C/O 56 APO Email: prakashhattali@rediffmail.com

JAYALAKSHMI S MISS (AM089646L) AMIETE PLT-27 RAGAVENDRA NGR KOIL STREET KATHIRKAMAM POST KURUMAMPET HSG BOARD PONDICHERRY 605059 M-934511157

JULIAN BENADIT (P AM222939L) ME BTECH NO 26 4TH CROSS SARAVANA NAGAR REDDIER PALYAM PONDICHERRY 605010 Email: benaditjulian@yahoo.in M-9626121243

KANNAN M (AM0612088L) BLOCK NO-C-22 DOOR NO-16 GOVERNMENT QUARTERS LAWSPET PONDICHERRY 605008

KOHLANKUSH MAJ (AM188640L) BTECH ESTABLISHMENT NO-22 C/O 56 APO Email: anksorek@gmail.com

KRIPAKARAN P (AM222294L) MTECH BTECH 7 KARUNA JOTHI NAGAR 1ST CROSS SAMYVILLAI SHOTHAM KARUVADIKUPPAM PONDICHERRY 605006 Email: kripa.gt@yahoo.co.in M-9935130000

LAKSHMIMA KUMAR M (AM069946L) 7 SQN AF C/O 40 WING AF C/O 56 APO

MALLIK MANAS KUMAR (AM129100L) AMIETE RADOFIT 750 SU AF C/O 56 APO 937750 Email: manas_319@rediffmail.com M-9828643176

MIMANMARAN P (AM228847L) BTECH NO 27 7TH CROSS STREET KURUNI NAGAR LAWSPET PONDICHERRY 605008 (Spl: Bio-omedical Signal and Image Processing)

MIMANMOZHI R (AM223480L) BTECH 24 UPPUKARA STREET ARIYANKUPPAM PONDICHERRY 605007 (Spl: Computer Science Image Processing Neural Networks)

MANN HARPREEET SINGH LT (AM198585L) B TECH 31 AEND DIV SIG REGT C/O 56 APO Email: Mannharpreet@yahoo.com

MURUGAN V (AM208245L) BE MTECH NO 18 MARIAMMAN KOIL ST KATHIRKAMAM PONDICHERRY 605008 Email: muruganb@rediffmail.com

NABIN SARKAR (AM219011L) GRAD IETE RDOTOF EE ROOM 750 SU AF C/O 56 APO Email: app0007@rediffmail.com

PATRA CHANDAN (AM152073L) AMIETE SIO WO T A PATRA 23 WING IAF (MCC) C/O 56 APO Email: chandanpatra17@rediffmail.com M-9999944377

POOVARASAN J (AM072198L) INSTRUCTOR IN EEE PONDICHERRY ENGG COLLEGE PILLAIACHAND PONDICHERRY 605014

PRABHAKAR M (AM101526L) 955 SQN INDIAN AIR FORCE C/O 56 APO

PRASAD DEO KUMAR (AM1060999L) NO-309 TRU AF C/O 56 APO

PRAVEEN KUMAR (AM102276L) INSTITUT 224 SQN AF C/O 56 APO Email: praveen.regt@109@rediffmail.com

RAHUL M S SQN LDR (AM057934L) 2214 SQN AIR FORCE C/O 56 APO

RAJESHWAR SINGH (AM103518L) 51 SUB GROUP C/O 56 APO 916581 Email: rajeshwarSingh@rediffmail.com

RAVI RANJAN PRASAD SINGH (AM134830L) AMIETE STATION EDP-FLT C/O 40 WG AF STATION MAHARAJPUR GWALIOR C/O 56 APO Email: raviruttalup@gmail.com M-7415317102

SHARMA GAURAV MAJ (AM188633L) BTECH SOUTH WESTERN COMD SIG REGT C/O 56 APO 901252 Email: gauravvfh214@rediffmail.com M-941055215

SHASHI KANT KUMAR (AM134300L) AMIETE  SGT SK KUMAR RAD/FIT 104-H SQN AF C/O-35 WG AG C/O 56 APO 937104 Email: iatech.79@rediffmail.com M-9267159168

SINGH DHIR (AM170597L) AMIETE 12 CORPS SIG REGT (AREN) C/O 56 APO 916912 Email: dharsingh_1976@yahoo.co.in M-9660779516

SIRDIYI R (AM172961L) AMIETE NO 8 II CROSS ST INDI MAIN ROAD NAVASAKTHI NAGAR PONDICHERRY 605009 Email: siridiyir@gmail.com M-9789809774

SUNDARAVADIVELU K (AM036412L) PANANGUPPAM NEW COLONY VILLUPURAM TK & DRTT KOLASURI 605103

SURENDER PAL SINGH (AM052397L) RDOTOF 2 TAC AF C/O 56 APO

THANIGASALAM M (AM091561L) BEL&C MTECH 58 PERUMAL NAIDU ST MUTHALI PET PONDICHERRY 605003

TRIPATHI AKASH CAPT (AM212439L) BTECH 609 EME BN C/O 56 APO 906609 Email: akashkirit@gmail.com M-9797236668

UNNIKRISHNAN R S SQN LDR (AM103266L) BE MTECH FLIGHT COMMANDER JAGUAR TECHNICAL FLIGHT C/O 2 WING AF C/O 56 APO (Spl: Avionics Electronics)

V NAGARAJAN (AM165727L) BE MTECH 2/34 RUMBAH ROAD THURUHKRAMBAHALAM KOOT ROAD VANUR -TK AUROVILLE PONDICHERRY 605111 Email: nagarajanece@rediffmail.com

VENKATESWARARAO D (AM069833L) ELECT IF ELECT SEC NO 1 WING AF C/O 56 APO

VERMA BHUPENDAR SINGH LT (AM198578L) BE 14 CARP ENGG SIG REGT C/O 56 APO Email: bhupendar1985@gmail.com M-9415315106
SUBHARTI INST OF TECH & ENGG (ORGG00396L) SWAMI VIVEKANAND SUBHARTI UNIV NH 58 DELHI-HARDWAR MEERUT BYE PASS ROAD MEERUT 250005 Email: principle.site@gmail.com

SV NATIONAL INST OF TECHNOLOGY (ORGG00351L) C/O THE DIRECTOR ELECTRONICS ENGG DEPT ICHHANIAH SURAT 395007 Email: brt@eced.svnit.ac.in

SWARNANDHRA INSTITUTE OF (ORGG00473L) ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY SEETHARAM PURAM NARSAPUR WEST GODAVARI 534275 Email: principal.siet.edu.in

TECHNO INDIA (GROUP) (ORGG00465L) EM-4 SECTOR-V SALT LAKE KOLKATA 700091 Email: grccal@gmail.com

TECHNOMEDIA SOLUTIONS PVT LTD (ORGI00405L) SHRI P S SUNDARAM MD 1001-1002 KALASH BUILDING 26 K G MARG NEW DELHI 110001 Email: pss@technomediaindia.com

THE TATA POWER COMPANY LTD (ORGI00305L) 4TH FLOOR MERCANTILE HOUSE 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI 110001 Email: gsundar@tpcsed.com

THEJUS ENGINEERING COLLEGE (ORGG00409L) VELLARAKKAD-PO ERUMAPETTI VIA TRISSUR 680584 Email: thejuscollege@gmail.com

TKR COLLEGE OF ENGG & TEC (ORGG00441L#) SURVEY NO 8/A MEERPET MEDHBOULI SAROORNAGAR HYDERABAD 500097 Email: info@tkrcet.ac.in

VR S COLLEGE OF ENGG & TECH (ORGG00443L#) ARASUN VILLUPURAM 607107 Email: principal@vjec.ac.in

VIDYA JYOTHI ENGG COLLEGE (ORGG00478L) C/O DR BENNY JOSEPH PRINCIPAL JYOTHI NAGAR CHEMPERI KANNUR 670632 Email: principal@vjec.ac.in

VISHNU ENGG COLLEGE FOR WOMEN (ORGG00372L) BACHUPALLY KUKATPALLY HYDERABAD 500090 Email: principal@unrvjiet.ac.in